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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
ROBERT A. GALLY, OF BROOKLYN, NEW YoRK. 

PNEUMATIC AND SELF-PLAYING.MUSICAL APPARATUS. 
1,101,99. 

To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, RobBRT A. GALLY, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at 
Brooklyn, in the county of Kings and State 
of New York, have invented certain new 
and useful improvements in Pneumatic and 
Self-Playing Musical Apparatus, of which 
the following is a specification. 
My invention has for its object the sim 

per and more perfect construction and con 
trol of pneumatic devices for actuating mu 
sical instruments efficiently, and with regard 
to the automatic rendering of music with 
artistic effects of rhythm, dynamics, “part 
distinction and phrasing, and the arranging 
of the necessary mechanism in a very sim 
ple, compact and durable form, being par 
ticularly well adapted for use as a SE, - 
ing attachient for pianos, and of reasonable 
cost and attractive appearance. 
Some of the features of the music-sheets 

which are especially suitable for use with 
the devices of this application and are there 
fore shown hereinto some extent are more fully described in my separate applications 
wherein they are claimed. . . . In the accompanying drawing Figure 1 is 
an end view of my invention arranged as a 
self-playing attachment for actuating the 
keys of a piano as shown, the casework be 
ing largely removed to show the interior art 
rangements, Figs...11b and 19 being detail 
of U-pieces. Fig. 2 is a front view of the 
principal actuating parts of the same appa 
ratus as Fig. 1, and Fig. 3 is a plan view 
of the same, leaving particular reference to 
the arrangement of the pneumatics and their 
chests. Fig. 4 is a plan view of bellows : 
froin above, Fig. 4 being a longitudinal sec 
tion of same taken at the dotted line at a of 
Fig. 4, and Fig. 4 is a transverse section of 
a part of sage bellows taken at dotted line / 
of Figs. 4 and 4a. Fig. 5 is a plan view of 
same bellows from below, showing outside 
of feeders and their outer valves, and Fig. 5 
is a plai view of the same bellows with the 
feeders laid open to show the interior valves. 
Fig. 6 is a sectional view of the special bel. 
lows for motor which is shown in front view 
at left of Fig. 2, and Fig. 6 is sectional 
plan of the motor-governor yallye taken at 
dotted line 2 of Fig. 6. Fig. 7 is an end 
view of the attachment in position at the piano ready to mechanically actuate the keys 
of the latter, while in dotted lines is shown 
the same attachment when collapsed and 

ay 

slid under the piano key-bed to economize 
the attachment when collapsed and set for 

'ward of the piano for use as a seat for one or two persons when mantially performing 
} on the piano Fig. 8 is an end view of the 
} attachment showing more detail of the slides and springs and the checks aid guides by which, the adjustment and collapse of the 
attachment is effected, while Fig. 8 is a front view of the same end Fig.5 is a pian yiew of two-pgyeripneuiiatics and a pgr: tion of chest.giftly it way to show it: terior EE primary pneumatic, 
Fig.16 biggan end view, partly sectional, of one, such power.pneliatic with chest, 
valves and primaries, while, Figs. 10'10", 
10° and 10 are yiews of the parts at the stic; cessive petidds of action of the power priety. matic Fig.11 is a sectional view of the 
EEEN EEEEEEEE arate primary actuators of one power.pnet ratic, while Fig 10 is the sarie pneumatic elements actising a slower pneumatic in it preceding figure. Fig. movement thinipi - 
11 is the detail of the rewind device for the in usic'sheet corresponding to the dotted;line showing of Fig.1. Fig.11 is front and 
- / ? is 

end views of the 
inder and its motório . 11 and Fig. 13. 

broken away and sectional to show, iriterior arrangemétit, while Fig. 13 is a front view 
reader and the returnvent bir, partly 

and the take-up cylinder and the driving 
motor therefor contained therein. . . . ." The scale of the drawings compared to 
working size is as follows, reference being 
cation: Figs. 1,1,1,1,2,3,4, 4.45, 5, 
6 and 6 are quarter scale: Figs. 7,7,8, and 
8', sixth; while Figs. 9, 10, 10, 10, 10°, 10, 
11, 11, 11, 11, 12 and 13 are all full scale. To avoid any bulk of a piano playing at 
tachment rising above the keyboard of a piano, yokes or U-pieces as u of Figs. 1 to 
19, hereinafter called U-pieces, are used to 

are underneath the piano keybed, when in operative position, and the tracker appara 
tus T, take-up roller R, and spindle R for 
the music-sheet spool, as well as space 

i 

gearing of the take-up cyl 
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Fig. 12 is a playiéw FE adjustablescale 
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of the said scale reader and return-vent bar, 
together with a music-sheet and its spool 
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convey to the piano keys the downward 
movement of the power pneumatic P which 
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Such spool and sheet are provided to the 
front of, and below the upper arm of the 
U-pieces, all being preferably inclosed in 
a suitable cabinet or case. The U-pieces can 
be made of least weight for the required 
rigidity by forming them from thin Besse 
mer steel or other suitable sheet: material, 
about 1/32 in. thickness, first cutting or 
punching them of the shape shown by the 
dotted lines of Fig. 1, and then bending 
over the ends to form, two lapped corner 
right angles as shown by the continuous: 
lines of the same figure. Lapped corners 
may be riveted or not. The varying width 
of metal gives greatest strength at the mid 
dle part where most needed, similar to a 
bridge or roof truss. The same general form 
can also be stamped or cast in finished shape 
without bending, as in Fig. 1. The general 
purpose of the Upiece, with an economy 
of cost of making, can be obtained by bend 
ing a 1/4 in. x 1/16 in. Bessemer, steel or 

the connections u, u, from their lower arms 
30 

to the power-pneumatics P. The upper arms 
of the U-pieces are provided with strikers 
or fingers, s,s, of two levels, to operate the white and black keys respectively, the 
strikers 8, 8' being each at the same distanee 

35 

40 

from the vertical part of their Upieces, as 
the connections, u, u, of their lower arms, 
thus insuring a direct straight pull or 
stroke, when a power-pneumatic Pacts in 
its downward pull, avoiding any lost mo 
tion, friction or lost 
level of black and white keys, vary on dif 
ferent pianos I, make the key-strikers, s and 
s relatively adjustable, either by themselves 

45 

or together with their actions as shown, r 
being a regulator for this purpose, this regu 
lator r being a screw passing loosely through 
a lug on, the front of the swingable bellows 
up into a rigid part of instrument, the turn 

50 

ing of the screw r raising or lowering the 
bellows and the black-key pneumatics. and 
their strikerss' independently of the strikers 
s. Springs ass” serve to overcome the weight 
of the U-pieces, etc., and raise them and the 
strikers to permit the quick and free return 

55 
of the piano key at the end of a note. . . 
The power-pneumaticsP are arranged hor 

izontally and with a downward action, and 
are preferably placed in two or more rows 
to allow sufficient width of each pneumatic 

60 
while the entire number correspond in scale 
spacing to that of the musical instrument 
keys, the pneumatics being alternated or 
staggered among the several rows. A very 
efficient, alternation is between black, and 

65 
white key centers, the pneumatics for the 
black keys being all in one or more particu 

equivalent material as shown in Fig. 1, al 
though this makes a somewhat greater : 
weight than the other forms. The Upieces 
are freely guided in bushed slots in guide 
railsig, g, and are also kept in position by: 

power. As relative 

1,101,919 

lar rows, and those for the white keys in dis 
tinct and separatezone or more rows. By 
placing the pneumatics in two rows as shown 
in Figs. 1, 2 and 3, one row to the rear of 
the other and in nearly the same plane but 
somewhat lapped over the other, the oper 
ating ends of the pneumatics of each point 
ing inwardly of the general arrangement 
and those of each row toward those of the other, a very compact arrangement is made, 
and economy of vertical space attained, thus 
achieving an appearance of minimum bulk 
when incased. With the one row of pneu matics of foregoing arrangement assigned : 
to the black keys and the other row to the 
white keys, with the actuating connections 
w, w, thereof preferably placed somewhat 
to the rear of the operating ends of the pneu 
matics, a power gain of leverage is obtained, 
the lines of action are in advantageous posi EEEEEEE 
stroke, for the black and white keys respec 
tively, the Upieges are of minimum length, 
and a generally simple, conyenient and effi cilitposition and operation of parts'and 
córibinations Secured. Thebellows is pref erably placed in horizontal plane directly 
under the rows of power pneumatics P and 
their chests, the feeders of the bellows being placed on the lower and movable face of the belleys reserygir, this arrangement carrying 
out the schiffeof compactness and allowing 
direct connection, of air from pneumatic chests to fixed part of the bellows and direct 
connections from the bellows feeders to the 
power pedals of the structure which are 
directly below on the base. To keep the 

70 

75 
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pedals at proper inclination, when upper case and bellóws feeders are changed in 
height to various keyboards, each of the con 
nections, c, c' is adjustably attached to its 
pedals by one or more hooks or prongs h. 

05 

adapted to be engaged by any one of several 
recesses or catches h' on the under side of 
the pedal, or these recesses or catches may be 
on the feeder-board, or can be on the floor 
base if the connections are sufficiently flexi 
ble and are first brought, around at or near 
the axis line of the pedal hinge. . . . 
The automatic action in the general form 

above described is of an shape with an in 
ward extension at the top and thus conforms 
closely to the musical-instrument keys, key 

10 

5 

bed, and key-slip, with great economy of 
space, there being little above the level of 
the keys or to the front of the key-slip, the 
bulk of mechanism being underneath the 
keybed when in operative position. 

20 

As there 
is an unfilled space between the bottom of 
bellows parts and the floor base B the casing 
of the action parts and bellows may be made 
only sufficiently large to inclose those parts, 
making a light appearance and leaving the 
unfilled space open to give sight to the under 
paneling of the piano case and also permit 
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ting the dropping of the upper case C to 
ward the base B when not in use, thus allow 
ing the collapsed structure to be placed under 
the piano key-bed or elsewhere in minimum 
space and with great economy in packing 
and shipping, and the additional use as a 
seat or bench for a person when nanually 
performing on the 
These features are best accomplished with 
the construction described as follows: The 
upper case C inclosing the action is made a 
trifle shorter than the distance between the 
uprights E which rise one at each end of 
the floor base B. To each end of the upper 
case is secured a guide or slide as e ar 
ranged to move vertically in grooves or ways 
e' in the corresponding upright, thus per 
mitting the raising and lowering of the up 
per case and action when adjusting to vari 
ous heights of keyboards, and to collapse the 
structure when desiring to stow it away or 
use it as a seat. Springs e act to a little 
more than exactly counterbalance the weight 
of the upper case and contained parts to 
give ease in raising and also to serve to auto 
matically adjust to the key-board level when 
placing the playing attachment in operative 
position at the musical instrument. Suit 
able checks as k, preferably adjustable as to 
height, are so placed on the attachment case 
or action as to rest on the key-slip or the 
check-blocks of the musical-instrument key 
board when in operative relation. Either a 
wedge, lever cam or eccentric, or a spring 

5 heavier than the surplus raising power of 
spring e, or both spring and other element, and preferably adjust: ble to variations of 
thickness of keybeds, as by a wedge l', is 
so placed on the lower part of upper case 
or action as to press against the lower face 
of the keybed and bear down the upper case 
and action checks k against their relative 
bearing parts of the in usical instrument and 
thus hold the action and its fingers in exact 
level with the manual keys. These bearers 
are preferably so arranged that they do not 
come into full action until the automatic at 
tachment is almost entirely in to its oper 
ative position on the keyboard, thus permit 
ting the playing fingers to safely clear the 
keys until they are well over them and ap 
proaching their proper position. These 
various guides, springs, bearers, checks, etc., 
can be directly connected to the action parts 
independently of any case, or working in 
side a case. By the aid of these devices, 
any one although of little skill, can place 
the automatic attachment to the musical in 
strument, and without the trouble and delay 
of setting any jack screws, etc., and any in 
cidental variations of floor or carpet are 
automatically compensated, the only care re 
quired being to hold down the upper case 
until it is started under the keybed, then 

musical-instrument. 

the proper black keys. 

ment in all the way and it automatically 
levels itself to the keys. 
To insure a proper coincidence of the scale 

of fingers s, s' with the scale of the manual 
keys, which latter vary as much as 1/16 in. 
to an octave between different makes or 
styles of pianos, the scale of the fingers is 
best when laid out to the average medium 
scale of key spacing and the fingers 8 for 
white keys made of a narrow enough width 
to always clear the adjacent white keys of 
long or short key scale, and the fingers s' 
for black keys wide enough to never miss 

is. As any variation 
between scale spacing of the fingers and the 
keys is best averaged by dividing between 
the extremes, any device for guiding or lock 
ing an automatic attachment as to the key 
Scale should be at or opposite to the middle 
of the scale instead of at the ends as has 
heretofore been customary. This also not 
only saves the trouble of constructing and 
attaching two or more guides or locks, but 
obviates error, friction or rattling between 
widely separated end guides. To have the 
guide im, which attaches to the piano as 
Small a projection as possible, the guide m/ 
of the attachment may be a part of or fas 
tened to the beareri, both guides being 
preferably placed midway of the scale of 
the fingers and keys. The guide on the 
bearer will thus always come closely up to 
the keybed and its guide on any instrument 
used. When the attachment is to be placed 
to a keyboard the bed of which has a front 
molding extending below its front bottom 
edge, or when the attachment is to be tem 
porarily used on an instrument, or to be set 
to an instrument which is not owned by 
the user, and sounder any such circum 
stances it is not possible or desirable to 
aflix any guides to the instrument case, it is 
nevertheless necessary to have some guide 
against accidental displacement relatively 
to the keys of the instrument, and therefore 
guides n are provided at each end of the 
attachment, disposed in such position as to 
bear against the inner face of the check 
blocks, truss-caps or other suitable steady 
part of the instrument but most convenient 
above the keyboard in full view. These 
guides are preferably faced with soft mate 
rial on their bearing ends, and are made 
with adjustments to fit them to various in 
struments. It is preferable to have two ad 
illustments, one fine, as a screw n', the other y 

quick, as a catch n”, although a single ad 
justment may be used. With the device as 
shown in Figs. 1, 3, 8 and 8 the L shaped 
end in can be instantly released by a quar 
ter-turn and the guide drawn out for use 
and locked by turning the l into the proper 
notch, or closed in when not in use; and a 
fine adjustment can be secured by the screw 

leave it free to rise and push the attach- n' to the head. 
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To Secure the necessary variations of dy 
namics and tempo to the music played by the 
mechanisms of this invention, peculiar feed 
ers, reservoirs, composite bellows and regu 
lators are employed, which will now be de 
scribed. ... . . 
The two feeders f, f' to the bellows are 

shown with the feeder for the right, pedal 
having its opening edge and fold at the same 
side of the reservoir as the opening edge 
and fold of the latter, while the feeder for 
the left pedal has its opening edge and fold 
at the hinge side of the reservoir and its 
feeder hinge at the opening edge of the res 
ervoir, in both cases the feeders being on the 
moving-board of the bellows. The left 
feeder f will usually serve the reservoir 
without the pull of the feeder, changing the 
spring resistance of the reservoir, while the 
right feeder f... will act in like manner when 
moved at a speed only sufficient to naturall 
feed the reservoir through the intercommit 
nicating windways v', but when the right 
feeder f. is moved rapidly it will “choke, 
the windways to the reservoir by attempting 
freely pass, and the consequent resistance, to 
the feeder movement will cause it to pull on 
the moving-board of the reservoir and in 
crease the tension of the air therein.; Thus 
short quick accents or permanent sudden rise 
of tension can be secured by skilful pedal 
ing. There may be a controllable variation 
or closure v' to the capacity of the windwa 
between one or both feeders if, f, and the 
reservoir, said closure" v, being adapted to 
be swung and set to various distances from 
the seat of valve v and thus check said valve entirely closed or to only slightly open, and 
thus vary the degree of action or change it 
from expression to ordinary feeding, al 
though the feederf so placed hinge to hinge 
with the moving-board of the reservoir will 
often have some expression action effect on 
the air tension whether 'choked' or not. 
Such expression feeders can be operated on 
either a single or composite reservoir cham 
ber, and will also be effective for accenting 
on a reservoir having a steady weight or 
compensated spring even resistance. 

: The composite bellows consists of two or 
more reservoir chambers, combined together 
and having a common movement, three 
chambers being shown herein, r', r, r*. 
Spring or equivalent resistance to give ten 
sion to the air of the bellows is arranged to 
act constantly against the moving parts of 
the combined chambers, means being pro 
vided to throw into action any one or sev 
eral of the chambers at one time, thus vary 
ing the air-tension proportionately to the 
inverse ratios between the constant resist 
ance and the various active areas of com 
posite reservoir. The constant resistance 
may be variable, as ordinary bellows 

to draw more air than those windways wii 

r1,101,919 

Springs; or invariable as weights or by my 
arrangement of springs in Patent #546,956, 
issued Sep. 24, 1895. To secure the greatest 
variety of air-tensions from a given num 
ber of chambers, the chambers should be 
made of varied areas one to another and in 
Such ratio, that each one and every combi 
nation will give a different effective area, 
allowance being made for positions of each 
chamber, the spring, resistance, and the 
hinge, as to their relative leverage. For three 
chambers, proportionate effective, areas of 1, 
2. and 4 will give all variations from 1 to 7 
inclusive, a very satisfactory, number, as 
musical dynamics are graded in seven de 
grees, ppp., pp, p, m, f, if, fff. The several 
chambers can be formed by, attaching; the 
various folds, or ribs, between two, bellows 
boards, but it is, easier and; more effective to 
bers, or frames and join them, together after 
their folds, or ribs are completed. For 
strength of parts and durability, the several 

cessive distances, therefrom in, a general 
plane, as thereby the strain of tension upon 
the hinge, will not be shifted by the changes 
of activity, from one chamber to another 
against the common resistance and hinge. 
To avoid any lapse of air-tension during 
shifts from one tension to another continu? 
Qusly active reservoir chambers r, r, are provided which may also serve, the purpose 
of giving, a substantial basic air-tension de 
gree; upon which to build the variation se 
ries, and thus have the differences between 
degrees, and the entire variation, more mod 
erate thian without such continuously active 
chamber, as is often desirable for musical expression. The shifting of activity from 
one chamber or combination to another 
should be effected by ports which will not 
only open each such chamber to active ten 
sion of air when in use but will also open 
such chamber to the free air when not in 
use, and other chambers are, so that the 
inactive chamber will then be free to move. 
The control of such ports may be by me 
chanical or any other means, pneumatic 
means being now shown. The feeders f, f' 
are connected to exhaust the air from the 
action chests, their connecting ports being 
either direct to the rigid chests, trunks or 
other air service spaces of the action, or 
through the continuous service bellows 
chambers r, r and wind boxes above them, 
as shown in Figs. 4 and 4", but whichever 
way, the feeders are connected to the action 
service the intermediate ports have self-act 
ing valves on their seats toward the feeders, 
and the feeders have ports to the outside air 
having self-acting valves on their outer 
seats. The reservoir chambers r", r", r" 

construct, several; separate reservoir; cham 

chambers, of the composite, reservoir are arranged parallel to each other and to the 
common bearing or hinge line, and at suc 
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which are for interchangeable or combinable 
use eachi have a port w between it and the 
general air-service of constant bellows 
chambers), r and the feeders and another 
port, as ad leading from:such chamber to the 
outside free air. Valves as v', 'v' to these 
ports are arranged so that, one is closed as 
the other is open, the normal condition be 
ing with valve-port, w open while valve 
port w" is closed by the tension of air on 
valve v', and at a pneumaticias p is worked 
from the general air-service and connected 
by a crank-shaft p” to open valve v' and close 
valve v°, whenever any personal or automatic 
control causes.pneumatic p' to operate, as by 
opening the valve'v' by depression of button 
t directly or by the slide controller: 4 bes 
ing moved into position over valve v. So 
that wedge t?, of controller it. wedges down 
valve, v' and allows button, it to drop as 
shown, valve v” then admitting; air through 
tube v to the primary pneumatic p' to op: 
erate the latter. By means of this valve ac: 
tion any particular one or combination of 
reservoir chdmbers can be thrown into active 
condition to produce a desired air tension; 
the valves o' to v? having their ports ar 
ranged to respectively went the equisite ones 
ahd combinations of the tubes (71; 62 and 44 
to control reservoirs r', 2', '', in proper units 
and combinations to each of the said valves. 

For manual control of several tensions 
produced by various combinations of the 
plural chambers of: a composite bellows 
whether such chambers are of...equad effective 
areas or of varied areas, it is convenient to 
employ a single particular controller to: ac 
tuate each combination; thus saving the an noyance of specially determining the par 
ticular combination of individual controllers 
to be used for the desired degree of tension 
For this purpose there are as many con 
trollers t, it as there are degrees of tension; 
each controllert, t being connected by tubes 
or otherwise to suitable means as pneumatic 
p' to operate the valves, or valve as y of 
its particular combination or individual 
chamber to render such chambers or cham 
ber active, the manually actuated parts of 
the set of controllers being preferably ar 
ranged in a convenient order or plan for 
prompt selection when using, say in regu 
lar series from light to heavy tension, the 
reservoirs being operated in order and com 
binations as follows: (1 r r"), (r" r), 
(r. r), (r) (r. 7?), (r2), (r). To simplify the manual operation and ob 
tain ripid changes of tension in a serial 
order of variation, a single controllert may - duce in approximately even attack of tone be employed either in combination with and 
to operate the individual controllerst to t 
and valves o° to v?" as above described, or 
the single controller to varied degrees may 
be employed alone, in either case the valves 
as v' being actuated by pneumatics as p" or 

otherwise: , Such single controller as it is ar 
ranged to move in a suitable; straight or 
curved line; the several single and combina 
tion tensions being operated by the wedge 
t, controller t at several corresponding pos 
sitions of its movement by its actuations of 
walwesias: vi); to a to being into action: the 
proper respective' units and combinations of 
reservbirs; the several degrees being prefer 
ably in regular order of tension from light 
to heavy, as destribed in close of last para 
graph, thus enabling the most rapid and 
smooth crescendo; and diminiuendo'...by the 
self-playing or other musical defices which 
are served by that composite.bellowsg'It is 
well to have both theisingle: (tohtrofler and 
the multiple int', an instrtinent, as by the 
multiple device sudden and extreme shifts 
are more accurately made arid any aetuating 
of walves and ehahbers éfany innieeessary 
intermediate degrees is avoided awhile the 
single echtroller has its own advantages although ditler the single brmultiply may 
be embedied ine:ah instrument withotritithe 
otherit. The coutroller single, or multiple, 
may be for thaneral knee or pedal Óperation 
by a person, or bperated by automatic' de 
vices...; its' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ; ; ; ; : . . . 

iConnections by tubes from onesveral or ali of the prietamatics asp' of the valvd-shift 
ig devices of the gotripositebellows than 
bers to corresponding aperttires of equival 
lerits of the tracker devibes enable thieftai 
reet-control of tension from the music-sheet 
S. In: ai chord'or' assembled group of: riotes 
which arts to have their commencement of 
sounds together, but wherein it is desired:to 
controlonel or more of the hotes to sound 
more prominently than the others the see öndary notes are positioned slightly in ad 
vance of the important ones and a lowered 
tehsion' or efficiency of attaek is secured 
during the first part of the operation of 
the self-playing: devibes of their secondary 
nates by a perforation as sin, the nusic 
sheet arranged to control devices which act, 
to reduce the tension or power by any suit 
able' means, as the change of reservoirs r", 
r", r", said perforation cohtinuing until the 
time for the attack of the important notes of 
tle same group, when the said perforation 
ceases and causes the censequent change of 
reservoir and the tension or power to in 
crease aid thus accent only those notes the 
perforations of which were not advanced. 
In a piano; the greater speed of movement of 
the piano hammer under high tension or 
power of actuating will cause the advanced 
and the normal note-perforations to pro 
of the notes of a group. Where the music 
has a much more frequently successive oc 
currence of important notes than of set 
endary notes; E. system of reducing the 
tension or power on the secondary notes is 
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much simpler than any device for increas 
ing the tension or power: for the important 
notes, a less; amount of , expression perfo 
rations and actuating being required for the 
reducing than for the other. . . . iiii Tji : :"..." . 
3:...Very fine degrees of, variation of tension 
or capacity of abellows, whether simple or 
composite. reservoir, are obtained by the foll 
lowing described 'device for-adjustably set 
ting the limiti of movement of the bellows 
reservoir; chamber or chambers: A port or 
ports: as w, v, connect eacht of the two; or 
more, feeders to the air: chamber; which is 
continuously served; and valves: o, i-o-are 
arranged 1 to keep each of these ports:nors, 
mally closed: during the returri action of its 
feeder. Adjustable valve actuating, means;?), 
are placed in position to open the valves 
v', oi, when, the bellows:reservoir movement 
reaches the desired point, suchi opening of 
the valves causing. one-feedef to pump, air 
from the other, without: alteringi the quan 
tity of air in the reservoir; and thus not 
changing its position; and as bellows, give a 
definite; air tension to a certain position; and 
vary, with the change. of position (and con 
sequentialteration of fold and spring: re 
sistance, the adjustment of the means.tv, to 
various points of action by, the bellows will 
control, all degrees, and variations of ca. 
pacity or tension. Within its , degrees of 
changes from varied positions. 1's ' ) arod 
iWith any.variable, tension, air service for 

expression or other purpose of a self-player, 
whether having a simple, or composite reser 
voir, it is necessary, to provide a means...for 
equalizing the tension of air used to drive 
the air-motor for propelling, the music-sheet, 
and even-when the air-service of the main 
action is of equalized tension the sagging 
and, “jumping 2 of the air tension owing to 
the sudden attack and release of many, notes 
at a time, especially, in piano playing, will 
cause: irregular: Speed of the motor; unless 
special governing means; are provided. To 
overcome these defects a separate and inde 
pendent reservoir. I is now provided to store 
air service for the music: sheet propelling 
motor as M, and this reservoir I is sup 
plied: by iispecial feeders f', f which con 
nect to this reservoir I only, but are 
operated by the same motive, means- (as 
pedals); as are the feeders if, f, of the 
main air service. Conveyances c”, c. con 
nect the respective feeders f', f-to the inde 
pendent reservoir I, the service valves v, v' 
of these feeders being conveniently placed at 
the reservoir to enable their direct. control 
by the moving board of said, reservoir and 
its means up, one to each valve, while also 
allowing their ordinary, automatic action as 
feeder valves. When the various feeders:f, 
f', f', f, are in regular operation f and if 
will render the necessary-air-service for the 
main air-chests, etc., while feeders.f, and f 
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serve the reservoir for the music-sheet mo 
tor. Whenever the service is overabundant 
for the main chests only, their, feeder supply 
is checked by means j and, the opening of 
valves v, v', while if the reservoir I requires 
continuance of service from its own feeders 
f', if it. may be had without; overserving 
the main air chests. On the other: hand; 
whenever the fireservoir's Irhasisectured its 
abundance of service from its feeders' fif, 
the means to will throw, valves:v, v', open.so 
the feeders will neutralize' teach other?tand 
if main chests, etc., require, a continuance of 
service from their own feedersf, if itemiay 
be had without overserving the reservoir 
and the music-sheet motor. An additional 
advantage to the use of the independentires 
ervoir Ifor serving the motor is that the air 
service: thereof may be of comparatively low 
tension compared to that for the heavy (de: 
greest of action of the note playing pneu 
matics and thereby, a great saving of fric: 
tion wearinoise-and leakage' of the motor 
be effected&ompared to that when a common 
high ?tension is employed: for the entire in: 
strument. About 2, 1/2 in...water-columni air 
tension is desirable for the motor, while for 
the note-striking pneumatics -the tension 
should vary from: 2 in. to 12 in., even to 15 
in for accents.' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . tr:};1)') (): 
..". As a reservoir; either, commonito the whole 
instrument; or, independent for; the motor 
alone as herein shown is inclined to, vary, its 
air tension; owing to the change of its folds 
and the altering of its spring resistance at 
they different points. of its movement a com: 
pensating device is: desirable to-secure an 
even speed of the motor run from said res: 
ervoir. It is; also desirable to set the speed 
of the motor to various degrees to suit, the 
musical composition to be rendered. In 
Figs. 6 and 6 is shown in detail a single 
device, which effects both these objects. An 
shaped valve, as y controls a windway or 

port v. This valve is moved longitudinally 
to vary the set speed of the motor M to 
which the windway w connects by, a con 
tinuing pipe or conveyance 'v'. The setting 
of the speed may be effected by automatic 
means or by hand controlled; connections, a 
convenient form of the latter being shown 
in Figs. 2 and 3 hereof. The valve w8 has 
a slot engagement with the time-setting 
means and the valve is thus free to move 
transversely to the movement of its time 
setting movement. A suitable free jointed 
connection is provided between the valve w 
and the moving-board or similar part of 
reservoir I, as shown. As the moving-board 
of said reservoir I moves inward it causes 
the valve to move transversely and gradu 
ally diminish the amount of opening, of 
windway w and thus compensate the rise. 
intension of the contracted reservoir I. 
The diminution of opening of windway wi 
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will always be in the same ratio to the extent 
of movement of the moving-board of reser 
voir I at any and every time-set position of 
the valve vs and will therefore correctly 
equalize the variation of the reservoir ten 
sion and maintain whatever steady motor 
speed is set." The adjustment of the valve o' 
to the proper ratio of diminution of wind 
way w to the contraction of reservoir I is 
readily secured by the regulating of the con 
nection between valve o and the moving 
board of reservoir by a screw-threaded 
wire as shown or other suitable variable con 
nection. . . . In playing a percussion-tone instrument 
such as a piano, by pneumatic action, the 
forcing of the bellows pumping until the 
reservoir is at its limit of movement and 
then exerting an excess force on the feeders 
to produce an extreme force of stroke does 
inot-in practice accomplish the result ex 
pected, an extreme degree of loud touch 
similar to the result on an organ expression 
bellows, for the reason that with the piano 
the loudness of tone depends on the quick 
ness rather than the mere force of the key 
stroke, and this the usual foot, pedal move 
ment is not rapid and sensitive enough to 
effect. By introducing a spring element as 
S8 into the connecting means between the 
foot pedal and the feeder f' as shown in 
Fig. 1 it becomes practical to force an ex 
cess power of stroke, from the pneumatics. 
The spring s is made somewhat stronger 
than ... the power required to operate the 
feeder f' when it is inducing the highest 
tension of air producible by the spring ac 
tion of the bellows reservoir, consequently 
the action of this pedal and feeder up to that 
degree of air tension will be the same as if 
the connection were of the ordinary kind. 
When the air of the reservoir has been 
brought to the highest degree of its own 
spring tension, the reservoir being then at 
its extreme tension limit of movement, an 
excess force on the pedal will bring into 
action the spring s which will cause very 
quick acting pull on the feeder f' and so 
produce an excess tension of air capable of 
the most rapid movement of the pneumatics 
to effect extreme fortissimo strokes of the 
keys. 

In forming the covering material to a 
hinged feeder, pneumatic, or other collapsi 
ble bellows chamber it is difficult to cause 
the covering material to make a smooth, 
tight joint around the corners of the boards, 
as the edge of the opening end of the feeder 
board stands at an angle to the true line 
from one board to the other. All error of 
fit may be easily overcome at no cost by 
sawing the opening end f' of the feeder 
board at the angle to its own plane which 
coincides with the line from that edge of that 
board to the line of attachment f of the 

7 

covering material of that fold to the other 
hoard when they are at their spread posi 
tion as shown by feeder f in Fig. 1 and 
iig. 4b. 

Bellows feeders of usual form when put 
to high tension and rapid operation, as in 
piano-players, are apt to soon wear out at 
their corner folds, as the folds of two ad 
jacent sides of the feeder (or reservoir) 
work to and from each other at their meet 
ing fold as the feeder is worked, thus caus 
ing a “ sawing' of the covering material 
at the meeting place of the folds, and this 
“sawing' soon causes a leakage; and re 
quires patching. Feeders f, fare shown of 
the usual form of fold, while feeders f, f' 
have an improved form and, fold at their 
corners as shown in Figs, 4 and 5, which 
overcomes the defect just described. In the 
improved feeder, the fold of the front of 
the feeder is made to extend beyond the cor 
ner of the feeder at the joint of the fold, 
while the folds of the adjacent sides of the 
feeder are kept well within' the limits of 
the boards as shown. . . . When the feeder is 
opening the extended corners of the front 
fold take up and draw taut the 'slack of 
material yielded by the side folds, and as 
the feeder closes the reverse action of the 
folds causes the corner part of the covering 
material to be taken up by the side folds as 
it is yielded by the extended corner of the 
front fold. By a careful proportioning of 
the extended corner to the amount of fold 
and extent of feeder stroke as shown, the 
durability of the feeder is greatly prolonged 
over the usual style as now in general use. 
Similar folds can be used on reservoirs, or 
pneumatics. 
The weight of the piano hammers and 

resistance of the damper springs varies 
greatly from bass to treble of the scale, the 
“ touch of the keys grading from 7 to 5 
units in the scale of 58 notes shown as in 
cluded for operation by the piano-player 
herein set forth. It is therefore desirable 
to proportion the power of stroke of the 
playing mechanism accordingly, and this is 
accomplished by the varied area, stroke and 
leverage of the pneumatics. P as shown in 
Figs. 1 and 3. By this means the power of 
stroke is uniformly graded to suit the 
touch’ of the piano action, producing a 

perfect musical effect of Scale, glissando and 
arpeggio passages of compositions when au 
tomatically rendered. Economy of power 
of operation is also gained by the reduced 
size of the treble pneumatics. and at the 
same time greater speed of stroke for the 
high notes, which is effective for tone pro 
duction: besides which a more rapid repe 
tition can be attained with the small pneu 
matics in the treble where it is most needed. 
The expression means thus far described 

will give all grades of power at various 
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times, and will even give two degrees of 
touch to different ones of several notes of a 
chord or group arranged to commence sound 
ing once, but fully artistic music requires 
that in some cases many different degrees of 
touch are required, to one such chord or 
group, besides various rapidly successive 
dynamic degree changes, accents, and em- . 
phases of notes in compositions of such bril 
liant or elaborate character, as could not be easily, and well done by the changes of bel 
lows: tension, or, capacity. For these and 
many other purposes, especially, the artistic 
reproduction. of musical performances re 

15 corded by my special mechanism and meth 
ods' set forth and claimed in separate ap 
plications therefor, the following described 
construction of the pneumatics and valves 
is novel and effective. . . . . . " 

20 The dynamic. degree of tone of a note 
played; upon, :a: ; piano. or ; other percus 
sion tonec instrument is... governed by 
the speed - of-stroke. of the key, the 
powers; applied to it move the key if only 

25 counting as overcoming the inertia ; and 
friction, , because the hammer leaves con 
nection...with the jack and key before the 
hammer reaches the string, consequently the 
dynamic degree of tone is in proportion to 

30 the weight of the hammer and its speed of 
impaction the string. The speed of move 
ment of air at any tension which causes the 
motion of a given quantity thereof through 
an opening, is proportionate to the size of 

is 35 the opening, wherefor a variation of the size 
or amount of valve-opening to a given size 
pneumatic will proportionately vary the 
speed of movement of such; pneumatic and 
correspondingly vary the dynamic degree of 

40 tone produced by the action of the pneu 
matic on a piano key and its hammer and 
string. A variation in the shape or size of 
the aperture or perforation which controls 
the primary pneumatic means will corre 

45 sporidingly vary the speed of movement of 
such primary means and the valves to the 
power pneumatic which are actuated by said 
primary, and by this method the variation 
of stroke, can be governed, but with the con 

50 struction of primary pneumatics and their 
valves in the usual forms heretofore in use 
this variation would be limited, besides be 
ing impractical on account of the loss of air 
and the noise thereof when the primary 

55 valves moved slowly, both valves being on 
one rod and connected to a single primary 
pneumatic. These difficulties are overcome 
and many advantages gained by the em 
ployment of two or more primary pneu 

60 matics and two or more independent valves 
to each power pneumatic, one desirable con 
struction of this novel principle being shown 
herein although numerous modifications are 
possible and yet tributary to this broadly 

65 new generic idea. . . . . 
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In Figs. 9 to 10, P is a power-pneumatic 
or secondary attached to one outside face of 
a wind-chest. W, which is connected to the 
air exhaust means of the apparatus. This 
power pneumatic. P. has an: opening, or re 
cess r in its fixed board to allow, air to 
be exhausted, from this power pneumatic 
through a port, up in the face; board of the 
exhaust chest when the valve v' of that port 
is opened by the actions of its primary pneu 
matic p", thusicausing; the collapsing. or 
“ positive troperative movement of power 
pneumatic, while a port (w's in the moving 
board of this power pneumatic allows the 
return: movement thereof when its valve o' 
is open during;the inactive condition of its 
primary pneumatic p, this same port u' 
being closed by valve vacted upon by its 
primary pneumatic. p. whenever-the-exhaust 
valve v' and port v', are open to the power 
pneumatic P, thus preventing any loss of 
air by passage through both ports at one 
time. The two primary, pneumatics p", p", 
are shown as connected to one ductd which 
is controlled from an aperture of the scale 
reader, which aperture is opened; to various 
degrees or at various speeds by suitable spe 
cial perforations in the music-sheet, or, the 
single duct to the two primaries can be con 
trolled from two or more separate apertures 
variably used singly, and separately, and this 
system of one ducti to two primaries of 'a 
single power pneumatic, or secondary, can be 
controlled by key, stop, or swell pedal valves 
to the duct, or, the duct can be controlled by 
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auxiliary.pneumatics and valves: And the 
two primary valves can be operated by a 
single oblong pneumatic arranged to be free 
to rise at one end in advance of the other. 
Also, the secondary. pneumatic, as P can 
operate additional valves to other pneu 
matics for increase of power or other pur 
pose. Or, the two or more primary pneu 
matics can each be controlled by . an inde 
pendent duct and aperture. The music 
sheet S shows perforations of varying 
widths to control varied operations of the 
primary pneumatics p, p' and their power 
pneumatics P, but many improved styles of 
varied perforations, etc., and connections to 
primary pneumatics are set forth in a sepa 
rate application, 90,935, filed Jan. 23, 1902. 
The operation of these pneumatics is as foll 
lows: When the pneumatics are normally at 
rest valve v. is open and valve v0 is closed, 
and the power-pneumatic P is open to the 
outside air only and therefore inactive.-Fig. 
10. The first admission of air to duct d 
serves to inflate primary p' and close valve 
v" against port w to seal power-pneumatic 
P from the outside air, while the exhaust 
port w is still closed by reason of its valve 
v' having a greater proportionate resistance 
to its primary p than that of the flushing 
valve v' to its primary p°,-Fig. 10°. The 
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second portion of air through duct do in 
flates primary p and opens valve v to ex 
haust power-pneumatic P through port at', 
the power-pneumatic now starting to col 

5 lapse and thereby exert its power, Fig. 10°. 
In the next stage of operation, Fig. 10, the 
primaries and valves having continued to be 
held as Uetore from the air inflation through 
duct d", the power-pneumatic P has com 10 pleted its power action by coliapsing to its 
fit? limit, and by such movement has forced 
bäck the valves o°, v', and their primary 
phetiinatics p, p to almost their initial 
neihál position, thus preparing them for a 

15 quick subsiderité to inactive position with a 
miririm sizé of return vent to the pri 
mairies. The springs between the moving 
board of power-pneumatic and the exhaus 
valve action serves to aid the quickness of 

20 retird of said valve, especially when the action of the power-pneumatic is of very 
shift dilation or of slow speed and the vilésaint primaries are not well returned 
toward their seats, the spring so then serv 

25 ing to accelerate the return of valve and 
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prevettless of air through the two ports at 
once. Screws' or equivalent neans serves 
for regulating the closeness of return of 
valev to its seat and the relation of such 
return to the collapsed position of the power 
pientic. It is best that the regulator and 
RES5 to do their principal' work duringt orii of stroke after hammer of 
piano has left jack aid the speed of stroke 
E" er affects the power of tone. Its Fig. It is showi'the condition at the misini he iri?ation of air of duct di celists, valve 'instantly going to its seat 
by the action of springs and draft of air onportii', the valve opening less quickly 
SE of less force therefor, thus prevent inglds of air through the two ports being 
operatone titfie. The remainder of return 
midveilient of power-pneumatic P is then 

45 accomplished by the flush of outside air 
throughport u', the valve thereof having 
golie the remaining short distance to its seat. 
by its own weight aided by the influx draft 
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of air' through port vo° and the natural pull 
of the formed leather of the primary. The depressed' position of valve o' gives a full 
advantage to the port at as the power-pneu 
matic Prettins to rest, while its close posi 
tion to that port" at the bottom of stroke of 
power-pneumatic serves to restrict the 
power-pneumatic to a short return move ment on quick repetition action and so adapt 
it on a tapered or curved rise to its sides, 
varies its diameter and consequent clearance 
of the valve at the requirements of “close 
repetition of a piano action. From fore 
going it is evident that the inflation of pri 
maries can be as 'slow or fast as desired, ac 
cording to the admission of air through duct 
service, and no appreciable air will escape 

y 

through the two ports at Öhe time in any 
even'. Thus the speed of opération (col 
lapse) of the power-pneumatic can be graded 
and varied at will, the speed or extent of 
rise of valve to being controlled by the 
variation of amount, pressure or speed of 
air admitted to the primary pi from the 
controlling aperture of its dictd. 
The separation of the two primary Yalyes of the power-preunittie (exhaust and flush) to separate movement has thany advantages 

besides the expression action, as each valve seats independently to its own pbrt-face, this avoiding any variations of impedi. 
ments of action which irise with two valves' 
having comit5n ribverherit wheri atrinos 
phéric or other causes change the distance 
between the seats of alter R thickress of the valves' pf their relative adjustment. 
Also the independerit hovéient of, the dx 
haust or 'positive valve'aliows it to be 
thrown wide open total fill sagacity of its port, which is one-girt its diameter (of 
more when allowing for fiction). This is a great Saving over the did coilbified valves, as with them it has always been necessary 
to' limit their thrów to one-half of less of their free service, that is one-eighth or less 
of the diameter of the port, a graveldssby 
friction, and of spaldé required for valves and pneumatics of a giver efficiency, bi sides coist it trouble fresh atmospheric charges alteriHg or giltiley'closing the E. 
eration: With the primary valves inside the power-pneuhmatic the air travelis' of miii 
mun distance and nuitber of changes of di 
rection, the valves are accessible without opening the chests, and the E. r-pileumat ics' are guarded against leaks froh one to 
another. . . . . . . . . . . . . The ports df any pietirhatibs in rilusical 
instruments are improved by enlarging or 
tapering the port-hole on its side away from 
its valve as the “cuttihig” of the air across 
the oriter edge of the hole is avoided, the air 
has less sharpness of turn aroufid the inner 
edge of the hole and valve, ahd then 'a much 
less distance of restricted travel' for the air, this saving loss of power aid speed of air 
by fiction and preveiting ahy noise from the operation of the aif. In the first con siruction madédif the present style pf pneu 
matics there was a yery profounced 'anduh 
permissible noise from their much exposed' 
valve ports when tried without tapering, 
which noise was entirely obviated'so soofi'a's 
the holes were tapered. The best' results are 
obtained by a 'curved taper . 
When desired the recess r" for the exhaust valve o'can be made to closely surround 

the valve at its seated position, ahd' being 
enlarged at its upper patt as shown in 
Figs. 11'and'11", instead of the recess being of great' freedom of air" travelas'iff Figi 5 to The recesses as in Figs and '13' 
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20 extra, 

tracker aperture connecting 

Jo 
serve to preserve an airdraft, pull on the 
exhaust valve when slightly open, that is 
almost the same or a little greater than the 
air pressure on that valve when seated. 
This enables a carefully graded air infla 
tion of primary p' to cause the valve v. 
to open but a trifle, while if the recess were 
large and free, the valve would be more apt to jump wide open as soon as its seating 
pull (pluck”) was overcome. The grad 
ing of the recess. to the various points of 
valve rise enables, a control to any point 
desired, the draft on the valve being defit nitely graded; thereby fine gradations of 
speed of power-pneumatic stroke can be ob 
tained. The third primary-pneumatic, pi, 
in Figs. 11; and 11, is connected to a duct and aperture independent of the primaries 
p, pind this, third primary controls an 

exhaust.pd m 

mátic. By th the optional operation of this 
- ..." v : i. f : extra exhaust port aid its opening at same title with the regular port, or at various 

it 3d to the power-pneu 

degrees of timethgréafter, numerous grada tions of strokespeed of power-pneumatic 
c?ii, beeffected, and without necessarily varying the size of either actuating perfora 
tion of a music sheet. The flush-valve v° and stroke valve' are always operated to 
erted pnot primary meansp, p, effect. - J fil ing such operation, a main tracker aperture it ! : : . . . . . . . . . . . . . - contefingby, tibe 12top and p to con 
trol, 

to optiónally operate vs. "..." 
The getF9f the 

after their inflation is . (action) is accorn 
plished by the renewal of equal air-tension 
of a separate return-vent connected to each 
one of the ducts, d, d, or their extensions, 
which return-vents can each be placed in side the chest W, or at any other position 
where it can connect the air on the inside and outside of the said primary-pneumatics, 
but it is most convenient and efficient to 
have the retirin-veitas, near to the operat ing vent (aperture) as possible on the prin 
ciple of construction shown and claimed in 
my issued Patent #545,156, Aug. 27th, 1895. 
That feature of return-vent position is now shown with an improvement whereby all the 
returri-vents, d, d, etc., may be simultane ously regulated by one adjustment bar b 
which can be set by the binding screws there 

c.18, 8, 
idi, together, and an auxiliary 

- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . rimary, pneumatics 

inside" and outside the primaries by means 

of to any amount of opening of vents de 
sired, and by removal of said bar b any 
accumulation.9f dirt can be removed from 
the ducts behind the bar. The construc tion now shown is arranged for use with an 
adjustable compound scale-reader, the re 
turnyents, dd, etc., being placed in a cham 
ber. D near the scale-reader and the walls 
of which chamber. Serve as a meeting-rail, 
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for the flexible tubes (preferably straight 
to avoid collapse) from the elements or 
parts of the scale-reader and the continuing 
tubes, ducts or grooves leading to the ac 
tion, whether the latter be flexible or rigid, 
but preferably metal tubes of fairly stiff 
qaulity to insure against damage, commonly 
lead or tin. Means are also provided for in 
stantly freeing all the return vents at one 
time by a reverse blast of air to that passing 
through them when in operation with the 
pneumatics. This freeing, or cleaning, is : 
best accomplished by means substantially as 
shown which can be adjusted to cut off the 
normal air-connection to the chamber. D cont. 
taining the several return-vents and at same. 
time leave an opening through which a blast 
of air can be served by the userslungs oria, 
suitable bellows to clear all the return-vents ly, such blast of air passing through them 
in direction the reverse of that of their op 
erative use. The normal condition of cham. 
ber Disconnected to the same air, service 
and tension as, chests W, such airconnec, 
tion, being through conductor, W, valve 
thereto being held open by a springs 

tist's - , 

0 

5 

80 

85. 

90 

which also holds, closed valve v' to there, verse-air tube J. When cleaning the vents 
d, d, etc., it is only necessary to press down. tibe J, closing 'land, opening valve. v. 95. 
when a blast of air can be sent through 
windway upf, tube. J and all the vents of 
chamber D cleanied. By this method in any 
suitable form of adaptation an entire set of reguri-vents can be instantly cleaned which l90 
would require from thirty minutes to an 
hour to, do by the present usual, custom of sucking out through one aperture at a time. 
by a small pump and tube, and this, suck ing method. is very inefficient because the 
resistance and friction of the closed ducts. 
and chambers prevent the quick draft of air. 
necessary to carry out dust and dirt, and 
which draft is fully obtained by the arrange 
ments now, stated and claimed. . 

10 
t 5 

110 
The arrangement of the tubes.inrail. D' 

is of a compact, and novel style, aiding their. 
inserting and tracing. Th ' ' ' “sharp notes are all in one row, grouped 
in twos and threes, alternately, while the 
tubes for the same letters of “natural 
notes are in an adjacent parallel row, each 

and tracing. The tubes for the . . 
l15 

“natural” tube being set diagonally to the 
left (bass) of the corresponding : 
tube, constituting a “two and three 
ing of the natural tubes. 
tubes which have no corresponding “sharp” 
tubes (musically notated as e and b) are lo 
cated to the rear of and diagonally to the left 
of the respective two and three groups of 
“natural” tubes. It is apparent that this 
enables the instantaneous locating of a part. 

sharp: 
group ' 12C 

The “natural 

25 

ticular tube or socket therefor without the 
use of any gage or plan. It also enable the 
“sharp tubes to be all connected at the 130 
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first of assembling when it is most conven 
ient, to run' those tubes to the chest of 
“sharp pneumatics at the rear of the ac 
tion. For great convenience in locating the 

, their sockets are designated 
by contiguous mark or ring, a desirable style 

5" sharp tu 

of which is shown by the heavy black circu 
lar lines in Fig. 12 at rail D'. 

three, or a joint group of five, and in any 
tied group for singly are best and most di 
rectly connected to their respective “sharp 
pneumatics of the “sharp chest at the rear 

15 of the action by leading said “sharp tubes: 
between! theit-pieces or similar key-actu 
ators, preferably at the 'spaces between the 
groups, of 'sharps’ actuators. Electric 
wires are to be considered as equivalents of 

20 tabes for the purposes stated in this and preceding bargraph, 
nections...} : y R if it's : y : To distinishisharpswer of stroke of the 
pneumatics. As P without shifting the bei 
ldws tensioi, as when only a momentary; 
dialitution is desired, or when only a part: 
of the seale is to be affected, as in accom 
pairiest part of the music checks c' and 
dirhinishiefs dare now employed to restrain: 

25; 

30 (the passage of air titsugh valve-ways no? 
aihdhi'as will now be described. . . . . . .' " 

3-5 (Fig. 19, this cheekeisin inoperative posi 
tion, being too? fir raised to check the full 
rise isfalve v, while in Fig 11 the check 
e' is depressed the prevents the valve v13. 
from rising more than a small part of its full 

{e reficiency of windway, thereby causing a slow 
stroke is of the power pneumatic. Such 
checks 3 can be 'easily arranged for sepa 
rate cohtoll of as many divisions of the 
scale as desired and without the complica 

45 rtion '6r'e 
Witor the bellews. The division herein em 
ployed is between middle c and b, notes of 
the milisical scale, finaking treble and bass in 
dependefit control by checks c'. The treble 

50 and bass checks are actuated by the tilt 
ing 'tablet diarked “ Echo in Fig. 3, by 
which either one or both checks at once can 
be made to act. As it often occurs that a 
melody note will “cross’ the accompani 

55 ment division above described, the melody 
note being in the same division of scale 
with the accompaniment notes which are 
softened by check if, it is desirable to ar 
range the arxiliary valves to include the 

engtes immediately above and below the point 
of division, musical neities a to 'd being so 
adapted in the present constraction, as 
shown by the tracker scale gage y' in Fig.2, 
whetein the hotels a to d are duplicated in 

83 mediately to the right of the main scale, 

both being note con 

xpetise of dividing the wind-chests 

L 

these extra tracker controls being connected 
to the auxiliary valves v. It is thereby pos 
sible to increase the power of any one of 
these notes in a softened division of the scale 
by opening the auxiliary valve v. to that to 
note. The duplication of the middle notes 
only of the scale of the tracker and music-l 
sheet are not broadly claimed herein, same , 

'The tubes for the “sharp notes, are best, 
10 arranged to be tied in the groups of two and 

being a part of my application' th90935: 
filed Jan. 23, 1902, for “music sheets, etc. : : 
To diminish the air service to the power 

pneumatics either with or without-checking 
the rise of their valves','o', o' by the 
size of the perforation of the music-sheet or 1: 
the checks c, a diminisher dis employed: 86 
In the present case this diminisher is only 
arranged with the six auxiliary valves v, 
at the middle of the scale, which can be con 
trolled independently of the other devices, f: 
but diminishers may be employed for any 8t. 
or all other notes of the instrument; in 
:Fig. 119 the diminisher disis in -lowered 2 
position and the windway it is free for its 
full action-'or' the power-pneumatic: wheta} 
valve r is opened fully. In Fig.11 the di:90 
minisher d is raised by the action of a 'cos 1: 
trolling pneumatic whose rod is shown, and 
in this position the diminisher d, restricts: 
the E, of air through: windwéy is . 
and thereby reduces effect on the poverigg: 

: " pneumatic. With either check cordiminaj 
-Checkef affisists of a pivoted “fan or . 

other guitablindechanical means for stop 
pilgathé rise of primary valves as yr. in 

isher din action, a pneumatic; and valye as 
p'?, corp', 'c' can be given a sudden open 
ing and yet the air action on the power-i 
pneumatic be of low speed, which is desii. 1:60 
able for some, “touch' effects; ; ; ; Co ::furthierr 
control the passage of air through stiradway : 
to the action-nuti or button ris: made of 7. 
size almost filling the windway; at so that 
when the pneumatic p' is flushed; slowly los 
from an aperture of the tracker, the rising: 
of valve it does not immediately free the: 
pluck or draft of air, the button r being 
held back in its movement by the air current: 
and at the same time allowing but a small 
portion of air to pass through the windway 
?uc, with the result of a well ocntrolled re 
stricted effect on the power-pneumatic. : : - , , 

'To gain variable position manual control: 
of the diminishing stroke of the key-actuate 16 
ing pneumatics P. a movable, or flexible. 
strip or guard as g is placed in position: 
over the apertures to of the tracker or scale 
reader T and so that the guard g is above 
the sheet S when in operation, and when it 10 
is desired to dinninish the key-stroke of some 
particular part of the scale of notes the 
guard g is flexed, depressed or moved into 
position to partially obstruct the passage of 
air through the particular apertures a which 
control the notes desired to be softened. 
The strip of as herein shown is erably 
made of a material such as celluloid, which 
is stificiently transparent to permit the 
music-sheet S to be viewed as it passes inder 150 

: ) 
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the guard g: ; This strip g’ is provided with 
marks; characters, divisions, colorations or 
variations of its form indicating the notes 
of the musical scale of the tracker apertures 
a and the perforations. of the music-sheet 
S. ; A very, desirable way, of so indicating 
the musical scale on the guard g is by color 
ing; the sharp note:; positions by: means: of 
transparent; colored ink or dye applied to. 
the celluloid, preferably to its under side 
to savoid its injury from the iuser's hand. 
By ; means; of the: transparent note-Scale 
guardigit is easy to ascertain the pitch of 
any of theiapertures, or perforations as the . 

15 guiardigitallows a perfect, view of whatever 
is under it as well as the sheet immediately : 
preceding and following: that position. The 
flexibility of the guard g, aids the inserting: 
and removings of the music-sheets without 

20g detaching the guard. (; i. 1 if . , . . . . ; ; ; ; ; ; ; 
1Withi; any large scale of automatic; music 

sheet, it is desirable that some compensation: 
be provided for its expansion and contrac 
tion &c., to justify its perforations or equiv 

25 galent-riote:indications, with the note-control. 
apertures of a tracker, or equivalents theret; 
of.iii:Certain arrangements of such compen 
sating devices: are shown; in applicant's is: 
sued Ratenti, #685,270, Oct. , 29th - 1901, 

30, which embraces adjuisting, means by which 
theiadjustable tracker, may be hanually set. 
to the particular length of the music-spool : 
in use, at the times'? in the present, applicas 
tion are shbwn means by which the adjust: 

35; able, compound; scale:reader or, tracker T. 
willihe hautomatically set to any ?length of; 
and/regulated to any variations of the spool." 
while in position, whether, the Spool is oper 
ating or not; and the present spacing means 

40; have numerous novel advantages: With the 
expressioni valwer-pneumatics of: the present 
instrument, and graded music-sheet perfora: 
tions, for their control, it is better to have 
the apertures of the scale-reader adjustable 

45 individually rather than to average; the ad 
justment in groups or sections of a tracker 
with several note-apertures to each group or 
section as formerly; and for this present and 
any other uses; where an accuracy of justifi 

50: cation is needed the individual elements 
with a single note-control to each are best, 
as shown herein, besides the advantages of 
an apparatus ; where; each note-control is 
separate from and insured against inter 

55 'ference from or with all others, and the fur 
ther gain in opportunity of using metal or 
other durable material superior to wood, 
especially in tropical climates. . . . . 

, As the term “tracker”, “tracker-board?, 
60 “tracker-bar ’’ or “tracker-range’ has be 

come settled in usage in this art to denote a 
single board or bar containing an entire 
scale of pneumatic duct apertures, or a sec 
tion thereof comprising a considerable num 

65 ber, of apertures of the scale, the term 

3. 

10 
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“scale-reader is employed herein to denote 
any aggregation of...' note-reading’ aper 
tures or equivalents whether contained in a 
single board or bar or in,' sections’ each 
containing several'note-readers and here 
inafter;icalled a note-reading part', or 
having a single note-reading aperture or 
equivalent to each “note-reading element: 
as-such single, note devices will hereinafter 
be called. ... The 'scale-reader's having two 1:75; 
or more sections: (“parts), orielements, 
to its scale, series, is now; termed a gom: 
pound scale-reader', and when variable as: 
to its spacing and length. of scale is specified 
as an “adjustable compound; Scale-reader.' (80 

. As any single adjusting, member, to varyi 
the spacing between all the elements ori: 
parts of an adjustable Scale reader would be 
very-difficult, to construct for a large number 

70 

of closely centered elements or parts, it dis85s preferable toilermploy individual spacingri 
means between each element or part and the 
next one, such as, the tilting plates; thishown 
herein, or Wedges. On other equivalent, means. 
To gain leverage; and a natural direction- of go: 
movement for the action of, their spacing is 
means, it is best to have the ends of the tilts 
ingrplates shaped at an angle to theirspac-, 
ing parts, forming (a, oranklike device, the, 
arms being at any angle more nearly caps 95: 
proaching the generalline, of the series of: 
such arms-than do their spacing parts, thus 
enabling a better movement by a commano 
controlling; means as than, if: each Suchi 
tilting plate extended straight out its ei100 
tire . length, as pould be 'done. With they 
crank-wise bent'spacing-means ast; it cis 
desirable to shape the bent parts so they willy 
each neatly guide.g. the other sides of one; 
or more of the elements, or, parts, and, thus 105 
prevent any displacement; of, the spacing. 
means from its true transverse position to, 
the general, alinement of the scale-reader. 
Each spacing; means has most efficientaction 
when extended beyond the elements;or parts 110 
at both sides of their, general line; thus inf 
suring true action thereof by the: controlling: 
means. The individual spacing-means: as 
t, especially when numerous, are best ad 
justed by a single controller movement, but 115 
when desired, may be individually adjusted, 
as when with long sections, or parts of sev 
eral notes each. Such a single controller, is 
shown, designated c', arranged to actuate. , 
all the spacing-means t at one movement:120 
by pressing on the entire series and causing: 
them to tilt to a greater degree and thus: 
spread apart all the: elements or parts at: 
once and to an equal amount between each and every one. and the adjoining one. The 25 
spacing-means t' being free of attachment. 
to the controllers c' or the bars b will. 
slide lengthwise of the scale together with 
the elements or parts and thus the cumula 
tive action of the spacing movements is per-, 130 
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mitted, and the entire scale adjusted. Two 
series of spacing-means are shown, front 
and rear respectively, that their combined 
action may keep all the elements or parts : 

5 truly parallel to each other and at always 
equal angle to the face line of the scale 
reader, although in some cases a single se 
tries, or even one intervening spacing meains 
between only two parts might answer the 

of conditions. Rigidly placed bars b, b. 
support the tilting-plates f' against the pres 
sure of the controlling-means c. Although 
the variation of width of paper of a 10 ii. 
width music-sheet, is about 1/10 in., the 

15 individual variation to each note-space of its 
scale, is only about 1/600 in as there are 
usually 6 notes to the inch. The same state 
ment is true whatever the spacing of the 
scale of the music-sheet, the co-efficient of 

20 expansion being the same for the material 
used, paper, which is usually about .01 with 
full change of atmospheric conditions, so a 
music-sheet. having a 'scale of 100 notes 
would shift the end perforation an entire 

25 scale unit to the next aperture beyond un 
less the apertures were adjusted; and other 
scale numbers of notes proportionately. 
Therefore the movement of space variation 
of each spacing means it will be only 1/600 

30 in and the movement of its crank-arm say 
1/800 in eonsequently some very accurate 
arrangement tif the controlling means is 
necessary, and one thit will at some point 
have a much greater aiovement than 1/300 

35-in. ... For these réasons the controller c is 
arranged to slide longitudihally a moderate 
distance; preferably to an extent equal to the 
slum of the variation of space of all the 
spacing-means, and its active movement in 

40 direction similar to that of the expansion of 
the scale-reader caused thereby, although 
this particular, amount and direction of lon 
gitudinal movement is only necessary when 
utilizing the same cohtroller as the counter 

45 acting-imeans for causing the contraction of 
the adjustable scale-reader. Diagonal slots 
c', inelined planes, toggles, or equivalent 
means are employed to cause the controller 
nileans o' to have a slight transverse action 

50 when longitudinally moved, and by the 
transverse action move all the tilting-plate 
spacing - means as t by an equal move 
ment against the arms or ends of each, 
causing an equal expansion of every space 

55 between elements, or parts. Reguisting 
screws c' or other suitable means may be 
provided by which to set the angle and de 
gree of transverse action of the control 
ler-means d'. To cause the elements or 
parts of the soale - reader to contract when 
the controller-means is given a return move 
ment, and thus release its pressure on the 
spacing-means, springs or other independ 
ent devices can be employed to meve against 

65 the meving end of the series of elements or 

60 

-8 

arts and thereby compress them and their 
spacing-leans to a shorter scale measure, 
at Stich ressure means w tid be incon 

'enient, and if a shring. cause needless fric 
tion. Therefore it is best to have counter- to 
acting-means controlled by the movement of 
the controller-means and actiing oppositely 
tlieret () (1 tile adjustment action, and ar 
'anged to have its novement equal to that 
of the 'tiliative total fall the spacing- 75 
rea is native rents but acting oppositely 

thereto. By this means both the exparision 
it at (:::it: 'tion :-) veinents will be positive. 
a tri of less, possible friction, and a1e. con 
trollable by one shifting means either man- 80 
li: i () a tonnatic. As the controller return 

() veinent is in the same 'direction as the 
cc; tractive movement of the scale-reader a 
lug ( or ether connection placed on or con 
nected to the controller-means and arranged 85 
to act against the moving end-member of the 
scale-readei' will cause the scale-reader to 
contract throughout its series of elements 
or parts, and to 'an equal amount between 
eaci) two elements and parts, as governed by 90 
the reverse action of the spacing-ineans.”: 
As wider music-sheets of paper; etc.; re 

quire adjustable spools or flanges to guide 
the paper under its varying conditions ?kif 
width it is very convenient to have the ad-'5 
justed length or spread of the spool auto 
matically regulate the adjustment' if the 
spacing and length of the scale-reader totator 
respond there with. Such spool may be of a 
manually adjustable, or of a semi-automati-lioo cally adjustable style, or be self-compensit 
ing as in my issued Patent #669,349, Mch. 
5th, 1901. this last named being the best for 
the purpose. An arm y of a rocker is ar 
ranged to engage and shift the controller. '05 
neans ( to vary the adjustment of the spie 
ing and length of the scale-reader, arid the 
arin (' of this rocker (in this instance '6f 
equal motion with the arm g) is arranged to 
be shifted by the collar ty” of the music spool, 
the collar being on the longitudinal adjust 
ing end of such spool. Or the 7 shifting 
means can be arranged to be regulated (i- 
rectly or indirectly by or from any variable 
part of the spool as the flange, hub, or bear 
ing pin, so long as such part has movement 
corresponding to the variation of the width 
of the music-sheets; and the shifting means 
may be directly mechanical, or with inter 
vening pneumatic or electrical aids, and yet 
be within the broad scope of the inventish 
claimed herein. The feature of a single 
shifter and common controller: means to a 
plurality of elements or parts (section 2. of 
an adjustable scale-reader (or tracker) of 25 
whatever particular construction the details 
may be may be utilized for control by 'action 
of the varying sheet, without intervention of 
the spool, as by pressure from the edge of 
the sheet or from a series of perforatidis in 30 

dio 
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the sheet, even a single line of such perfora - 
tions answering instead of one line for each 
section as formerly, and by this unified con 
trol in any adaptation, a simplicity of con 

5 struction and operation will be had, whether 
t; from the sheet direct or by intervention of 
the spool claims herein being intended to 
covereither the direct or indirect control. ; Manual means of shifting, these adjusting. 

10 devices may be used in lieu of spool or di 
rect sheet control, or manual control in Salme 
apparatus with an automatic form. 
The elements of a compound scale-reader, 

having but a single note-reading aperture to 
each, are of so slender a form as to require 
construction from some strong material such 
as metal, and to be easily formed and avoid 
rust or corrosion, nickel, brass or German 
silver will be found desirable. Each element 
o is preferably of circular tubular format its 
end which connects to the action leaders or 
ducts which are necessarily of a flexible na 
ture, as rubber tubes, near the elements, to 
allow, of the movement of adjustment, but 
may continue toward the action by either 
flexible or rigid tubes or other duct connec 
tions. . It is...therefore convenient and cheap 
to, use solid drawn-tube from which to form 

: the elements. Each element aperture a is 
generally frequired to be of a rectangular 
form, and it is therefore necessary to prevent 
the turning of the element o and its aperture 
a from its true, position. Both the shape of 
the aperture as and its guidance can be se 

35 cured by a single feature of construction, the 
flattening of the aperture end of the tubular 
elemento as shown in drawings herein, the 
two flattened-sides of the element o serving 
to guide it between suitable guides as b, b. 
to a true scale alinement. It is best that the 
guides of any compound scale-reader be 
placed as near as possible to the face line 
over which the music-sheet is to travel, to 
thereby insure accurate alinement and level 
of the several elements or parts. To secure 
a larger bearing face for the music-sheet the 
aperture ends of the elements o may be ex 
tended or turned over into lips or faces o'. 
These lips or faces may also serve to guide 
the elements to a true face-line level for the 
music-sheet by being held by suitable guide 
ways, or by a bearing surface underneath the 
lips and to which the music-sheet presses 
then when in operation and thus secures a 
very accurate leveling to a single line bear 
ing to which the elements were similarly 
leveled when being trued and polished. In 
constructing. Such an element from a tube it 
is only necessary to slit the end of the tube a 
distance equal to the extension for the in 
tended lip, flatten that end part of the tube 
in a die and expand the two lips to proper 
shape by a second die movement. ...When de 
sired, a part (section) of several apertures, 
or an entire scale-reader, may be constructed 
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from these elements by attaching them to 
gether, also, the peculiar form of elements 
described may be used with other styles of 
adjusting means than those herein. : : 
Cylinders or equivalent propelling devices 

in self-playing musical instruments or at 
tachments have heretofore been arranged 
with engaging means at their middle part to 
connect or engage the music-sheets, which 
sheets have been correspondingly made with 
their attaching or connecting features of 
their forward ends placed midway between 
the two sides of the sheet . This construc 
tion has necessitated the exact centering of 
the forward end of each sheet when complet 
ing it, and the sheet being preferably slanted 
at its forward end to enable its easy start 
when placing in operative position, no sides 
of sheet were in positionito, insure guidance 
to center at the start. In the present con 
struction the engaging means of the cylinder 
R or other propelling-device is placed at or 
near one end E; to engage the music 
sheet S at one side of its forward end, and 
the sheet is slanted away from such side of 
its forward end back: to its other side when 
a slant end is desired. With this construc 
tion the engagement is effected with the edge 
of the sheet for guidance, the guiding edge 
and the making of the sheet is simplified by 
saving centering of end. This construction 
is... especially desirable with , an adjustable 
music spool or an adjustable compound scale 
reader, or both together, the engaging means 
of cylinder and sheet and the forward end 
of sheet being placed at the same end of 
scale as the fixed position end of scale-reader 
and music-spool, all gaging to the one end 
and adjusting toward the other. . . . . 

For economy of space with simplicity of 
gearing, and small expenditure of power, 
the motor M is placed within the take-up 
cylinder or hollow roller R as shown in Figs. 
11 and 13. A tube or windway vo" is firmly 
held in a fixed position and supports the 
motor M centrally to the axis of roller R, 
the windway wi' conveying the motive air 
service for propulsion of motor M. The 

to revolve about the motor, the roller having 
its running bearing on tube w. A shaft m 
extends from the inner end of the motor M 
and is revolved by the action of the motor. 
This shaft has a driving means n' on its 
farther end as shown in Fig.11b. This driv 
ing means may be a pinion but as its revolu 
tion is of high speed, about 900 per minute 
maximum, it is best to use the friction drive 
now shown and thereby avoid noise. Such 
friction drive is effected by making the 
driving means m of a disk of leather or 
other suitable gripping material, and pro 
viding the next wheel (m) of the train 
with a groove m' on the inner edge of its 

is protected from wear by the finish of end,, 

roller R surrounds the motor M but is free 
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outer fange, and into which groove in disk 
miruns and sopropels the wheel m. The 
wheel m'revolves with its own spindle m”, 
at the inneriend of said spindle being a pin 
ion or equivalent driving means m which 
is: carried by and revolves with the spindle 
n° and its wheel m'. The pinion m en 
gages the teeth of the internal gear h", and 

, thereby revolves gear. wheel m', and its at 
c. 1 tached axial: sleeve m'. The sleeve an and 

its gear wheel m' revolve loosely on shaft 
-'nai and haye an intermediate shifting clutch 
aniwhich is moved; into position to engage 
claitchini of roller. R and thereby causes the 

a 51 rolleri R to be driven by, the action of the 
1 motor Mithrough the intermediate speed re 
ducing gearing m to im, and when it is 

3:desired to; free the roller. R. from the motor 
... and gearing as for reverse rolling of the 

i, 20 music-sheet S, the clutch m is moved into 
the position showinii in Fig. 13. The speed 
of pinion misbeing comparatively low about 

3150 periihinute maximum, and the driving 
resistance six timest-greater, than disk m', 

925 it is expedient to use the pinion fin for the 
... slow it drive, although the friction means 
2 could be substituted. Both the large wheels. 
myth?, having their driving engagement 
internadothere is secured a minimum of loss 

(302 of power and of wear, a maximum of steadi 
ness of movement, and a freedom from noise, 
besides great compactness of arrangement 
with largei sized wheels and quick drop of 

-spéedia. With the gearing as shown and the 
35 motor M run at 900 rev. the speed is reduced 

to 25, rev, of the roller R, which is correct 
' fore rapid tempo playing from music-sheet 
S, lower speeds being secured by setting the 

'' valve tuto reduce?the is of the motor. 
The rewinding of the music-sheet S upon 

its roller) S4 from of the take-up rollier R 
after the playing of h selection, is attained by 

- means of therewinding deviceN shown in de 
'tail in Fig. 11A. In my application #60,328, 

45 filed May 15, 1901 for “rewinders, etc., I 
show a 'double straight rack, and a pinion 
moved thereby, the rack being connected to a 
slide-bar by swinging links. The present ar 
rangement - does away with the separate 

: slide-bar and the links the device now shown 
being comprised in a single piece of mecha 
nism N of a curved quadrant form which is 
especially adapted to the space available in 
the present instrument, besides securing sim 
plicity, and durabidity. A main plate n is 
stamped of sheet metal into the form of a 
crescent,; this being economically done by 
feeding a strip of the metal under a round 
punch step by step, the outer curve of each 
crescent being cut from the inner curve of 

- the following one. To this plate in is then 
affixed a quadrant ni" (or other convenient 
sector): of a circular gear having external 
teeth, and opposed to the arc of the gear 

'' 65:sector is affixed the quartet section of an 

40 

50 
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pull the spring n' or equivalent frietion 

35 

annular gear n' having internal teeth, the 
two arcs of the gear teeth thus facing each 
other. Affixed to a stationary part of the 
instrument is a journal-pin n, and to the 
plate n" is attached a hub in having a 
journal slot in disposed in the common ra 
dial line of the arcs of the two sectors of 
gear's n, n°. The teeth of the gears n, 
n' are sufficiently, far apart that the pinion 
n' (if music-clutch spindle. R' will clear be 
tween the teeth of n, n' when midway 
thereof. The gears n. n are of such arcs 
and so positioned on plate n' that their 
centers will correspond to the two respec 
tive positions at either end of slot n’ occu 
pied by the journal-pin in when the entire 
mechanism: N is moved in the direction of 
its slot, n'. These two gear-arc centers must 
also be correct to cause the exact meeting of 
the pitch lines of their respective gears n, 
n' with the pitch line of pinion in as each 
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I said gear is brought into operation with 
that pinion by the shifting of the mecha 
nism N along its slot, n' on journal-pin n. 
Motion is in parted to mechanism N by 90 
means of a hand-operated knob and rod n, 

- which is thrown over on its pivot n' into 
horizontal position when in use. When so 
used, and a thrust is exerted upon knob in 
the mechanism N is held to a bearing at the 
front of its slot n° upon journal-pin n. 
and as the thrust, is continued the entire 
mechanism swings upward on said pin nas 

95 

its fulcrum center, the teeth of gear in 
being into mesh with and causing pinion 100 
in to revolve spindle R and music spool S'. 
cylinder, or other driving means or motor 
part adapted to move a music-sheet. When 
the power or knob it" is reversed to a forward 

105 
retarding means between a stationary part 
of the apparatus and a suitable part of the 
mechanism which noves with the gears n', 
n'. prevents the gears from swinging 
downwardly as they clear the pinion nara 
as the pull continues to slide mechanism N 
forward along its slot n' on the journal 
pin in the gear n is brought into mesh 
with pinion n, the pull then exerting itself 
to Swing said gear n' on pin in as its full 
crum center and thereby revolves pinion in 
in the same direction as by movement of 
gear n, the pinion n being always driven 
in its one proper direction by any opera 
tion of mechanism N. The position of 
pivot n, knob and rod ', may be placed at 
whatever distance from journal-slot . .” 
proportionate to radial distance from slot 
n° to the gear arcs gives the most desirable 
leverage for operation. This feature en 
ables a considerable increase of speed from 
the hand movement over -what is aceon 
plished by a straight rack movement. It 
is evident that the mechanish Nean be 
constructed by casting, bending or say tasy. 130 
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method: other than described although the 14. A Self-playing musical apparatus hav 
: method above stated is considered, desirable 
', for accuracy. It is also apparent that this 
: mechanism N can be driven by other, recip 
5.rocating power than hand, as by foot move 
- ment; pneumatic, ; etc... and that friction 
i gears can be substituted for toothed ones. 

. . Many of the devices herein set forth, such 
:as, the noveli divided primary: valves, etc., 

c. 10 are capable of: use with manual key control 
:as well as:automatic, or with: electric con 
- trol: ; and in any, and -all the features of 
invention claimed herein it is to be under 
stood that the claims are intended to cover 

;:35- the general uses, to which said mechanisms 
“may be: put in any (musical instrument or 
attachments, except such claims, as may in 
their specific terms; limit or determine. a 

imoreirestricted scope.: ; ; ) (3 j: ":" r, . . . . . 
ago. The graded: ; pneumatics P:here shown 

iiand described in a preceding part of this 
it application, are of different lengths, stroke 
- and leverage as hereinbefore set forth, the 
pneumatics P. being larger in the bass part 

is 256f theiseries than in the treble, and of sev 
erallengths and consequent powers in the 
various parts of the scale; i.The grading of 

(pneumátics:iis; not it claimed herein, &being 
"claimed in my islatent. E891,801 issued 

3.30; June 23, 1908: t: 'i' ? 2: Y. g.: ; ; ; ; ; , ; ; ; ; ; 
v What: I claim as: my inventionis: , ; i." 
i}l. A self-playing musical apparatus hav 

a ?ing actuating amotors and key-actuating U 
shaped pieces; eachi U-shaped piece having 

(4:35 an; upper and substantially horizontal arm 

1 of, a musical instrument with which theiap 
; paratus may be: connected, ; a middle part 
; substantially vertical; and, allower and sub 

3C 40 stantially, horizontal arm connected, to the 
actuating::motors of the self-playing appa 
ratus. ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; , ; ; ; ; 

. c. 2. In an automatic attachment for play 
sing upon key-boards of musical-instruments, 

E 45 a U-shaped piece having...an: upper arm in 
position to go over the upper face.9f a man sial key and a substantially vertical part and 
ra:substantially horizontal lower part.; ex 
, tended to go around; the end of the key and 

50 underneath the keybed or key frame when 
in use, and automatic actuating mechanism 
connected to the lower arm of the U-shaped 
piece to pull down or strike, the manual key 
when operating. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

55 - 3. In combination, a manual keyboard of 
a musical instrument or apparatus, and an 
automatic attachment for playing upon the 
Same: having U-shaped pieces with their up 
per arms extending over and in position to 

60 strike or press down their respective manual 
keys, the said U-pieces extending around the 

- ends of the keys and underneath the key...bed 
; or key frame, and actuating mechanism at 
tached to the under arms, of the said U 

S65 shaped pieces. : : - . . . . . . . . . . . .'; ; ; ; ; ; : 

m strument, separate series of key-actuating 
. adapted to operates a manual key or lever : 

5. A self- playing musical tapparatus hav 

actuating U-shaped pieces of varied length 130 

inig key-actuating U-shaped pieces each con 
sisting of a strip of sheet metal or equiva 
lent, the end parts thereof being turned at 

i right angles to and lapped over the middle 
tipartin the same plane as that of the middle 
spart. : , ; ; ; ; ; ; ; , ; is . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

70 

ing key-actuating U-shaped pieces which are 
each of greater width of stock, than their 
thickness. . . . ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; 'v'. . . . ii., i. 
i: ; 6. A self-playing musical apparatus hav 
sing key-actuating U-shaped pieces whieh are 
each of greater width of stock than their 
thickness, the said width) being varied in, 
each, and greatest in the middle-part of each 
compared to the arms. 2 ?; , s: g : " : i: 

: ; 17. An automatic, attachment for playing 
upon key-boards "of musical instruments, 
having a series of key actuating U-shaped. 
pieces, and a guide-rail of: guides which 
guide the said, U-shaped pieces to positions 
corresponding to the positions of the various 
-keys of a musical; key-board. Ai yi (; 1:29's 
; ; ; 8. In an automatic-attachment dor play-c. 
ing upon keyboards of musical instruments, 
a series of key - actuating : U : shaped pieces 
adapted to actuate a scale of black and white 
keys, the U-shaped pieces corresponding to 
the black keys having their key-striker parts, 
at a higher develt than those for the white 

:::::::, , . . . . . ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ) Firty agit-i 
( ; 9. In an attachment fors: automatically 
playing upon the keyboard of a musicaldin 

75 
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parts arranged correspondingly, to the black 
and-white keys respectiyely and means for 
adjustably varying ther relative levels of the 
two series of key-actuating, parts one to the 
:other: ; ; ; , . ; , ; ; ; ; ; ; , ; iii 1.7. 9" is fi 

10. In an automatic attachiment for play 
ing upon-key-boards of musical instruments, 
a series of key-actuating U-shaped pieces 
corresponding to the common key-scale, the 
upper arms: of the said: U-shaped pieces 
which correspond to the black keys being 
longer than those for the white keys. 
: ... 11. A Self-playing...musicali: ; apparatus 
having actuating motors, and a series of key 
actuating U-shaped pieces the lower arms of 
which extend to varied, lengths to connect 
several corresponding lines or rows of actu 
ating motors. ::: . . . . ; : . . . . . . . 

12. In an automatic attachment for play 
ing upon key-boards of musical instruments 
or apparatus, one or more, U-shaped pieces 
adapted to press down or strikermanual keys 
and actuating mechanism connected to the 
lower arms of said U-shaped pieces at po 
sitions substantially, in vertical line with the 
key-striking parts of the upper arms of the 
same. U-shaped pieces... :::::::::::. . . . . . . . ; 
(113. A self-playing musical apparatus hav 
ing actuating motors, and a series of key 

305 ... - ; 
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as to their middle parts between their arms, pneumatics adapted to operate said tone 
to connect to several lines or rows of actu- producers, air-service connection to said ating motors at varied levels. 

14. In an automatic attachment for play 
ing uponkey-boards of musical instruments, 
actuating pneumatics of bellows form ar. 

O 

ranged in two rows lengthwise of and below 
the keyboard level, the operating ends of the 
pneumaties of each;row pointing inwardly 
toward those of the other row, and the said 

... operating &nds of one row partially."over. 

3.5 

lapping those of the other row. it 
.15. In an attachment' for automatically 
playing upon the keyboard of a musical in 
strument, vertically adjustable key-actuating 
mechanism, a spring counterbalance thereto. 
and bearers of said mechanism in position to 
bear against the under part of a rausical in 
strument and limit the rise of the key aetuat 
ing mechanism: 1:. . . . . . . ''2'' ( : . . . . . . . . . . . ; i8 in an attachment for automatically playing upon the key-board of a musicah in 
strument; vertically adjastable key-actuating 
strikers and itechanism, leveling checks in 
suits ble positidh on said mechanism to press 

is dowIlyardly uparra rigid part of the musical 

30 

Instrthanent when the attachment is combined 
therewith and the key-actuating strikers are 
iri operative position with the manual keys, 
and an upwardly aeting bearer on the at 
tachment, adapted to engage the instrument 
case and hold the leveling checks, against the: 
instrument; ...:"'iik" : ; ; ; ; ; ; , , , ; a ': 

7...En an ; attachments for automatically 
playing upon the keyboard of a natusieabin; 

s'; strument, vertioally adjustable liey-actuating 

40 

unechanism and attornatic locking means, for 
setting the key-actuating mechanism and 
in usical instrument, keys to properly opera 
tive relative level. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ; 

18. An attachment for automatically play 
ing upon the key-board of a musicalinistria 

45 
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ment and having a vertically adjustable 
bearer provided with a guide fixed as to 
lengthwise position and which guide is 
adapted to engage with a corresponding 
guide on the under part of the musical in 
strument. . . . . . . ... . . . . . . 

19. In a music self-playing apparatus; 
tone-producers of percussion tones, actuator 
Pneuluatics adapted to operate said tone 
producers, air-service connection to , said 
pneumatics, and a bellows reservoir, with 
feeders or punps therefor attached to its 
hoving-board, the opening edges and folds 
of both reservoir and feeder or pump being 
at the same side of the bellaws, and power. 
connections to said feeder or pump, control 
lable to various. degrees of foree and speed 
of stroke, to thereby affeet the air tension 
of the reservoir and its expression action. 

65 

upon the pneumatic strokes for the tone pro 
duction. . . . . . . ; , ; : . . ; 

20. In a music self-playing apparatus; 
tone-producers of percussion tones, actuator 

pneumatics, and a bellows reservoir with a 
feeder or pump attached to the moving 
board of the reservoir, and having air com 
imunication between said feeder and reser 
voir, and controlling means disposed and 
connected to vary or close the said com 
inunication for production of expression ef 
fects by the air of the bellows. - 

21. In a music Self-playing apparatus; ac 
:tuator pneumatics adapted to operate tone 
producers, and tone-producers, and a com 
posite bellows comprising two or more res 
ervoir chambers of different areas one to 
another, with their moving parts joined or 
connected to move together as one. 

; : 29. In a music self-playing apparatus; 
actuator pneumatics adapted to operate 
tone-producers, and tone producers, and a 
composite bellows comprising two or more 
reservoir, ehambers of different areas, their 
moving parts joined or connected to move 
itogether, and an opposing spring or weight 
which is common to the two or more reser 
voirs. . 

23. In a music Self-playing apparatus; 
actuator pneumatics adapted to operate 
tone-producers, and tone producers, and a 
composite bellows, comprising two or more 
reservoir chambers with their moving parts 
combined and moving together on a single 
hinge line, the said common line being at 
one side of the combined area of the moving 
boards, and the chambers arranged in suc 
cessive positions in a general plane with the 
said line, and at various distances therefrom. 

24. In a music self-playing apparatus; 
actuator paeumatics adapted to operate 
tone-producers, and tone producers, and a 
'collaposite bellows comprising two or more 
reservoir chambers with their moving parts 
combined, together and having a common 
hinge, the hinge being at one side of tic 
combined area of the moving-boards, and 
the chaEnbers arranged in successive posi 
tions in a general plane with the said linge 
and at various distances therefron. 

25. In a music self-playing apparatus; ac 
|tuator pneumatics adapted to operate tone 
producers, and tone producers, and a com 
posite bellows comprising two or more reser 
voir chambers of varied areas or capacities 
and having their moving parts combined to 
move together, an opposed tension device 
common to all, and valve anechanism to 
throw in and out of operation any desired 
one or combination of reservoirs, to produce 
corresponding variations of air tension. 

: . 26. In an automatic musical instrument or 
attachment, tone-producers, pneumatics for 
actuating same, a tracker or scale-reader for 
controlling the various musical notes, a com 
iposite bellows comprising two or more reser 
voirs of varied area or capacity to each 
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other, and means connected to and auto 
natically controlled from the tracker or 
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scale-reader to automatically bring into op 
nations, of reservoirs" of sald composite 
bellows. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

27. In a music self-playing apparatus; 
actuator pneumatics to operate' tone-pro 
ducers, and tone-producers; and a composite. 
bellows comprisingi-two or more reservoir: 
chambers arranged to be .interchangeably 
and combinably used, and one or more con 
trolling devices each connected to throw into: 
action a certain combination of said cham-, 
bers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '-'; . . . . . . . . . ''' is 

28. In a music self-playing apparatus; 
actuator pneumatics' adapted: to operate 
tone producers, and tone producers, and a 
composite bellows comprising two or more 
reservoir chambers' arranged.2to be inter 
changeably, and combinably used, and Seva', 
eral controlling'devices each: connected' to . 
throw into action a certain different one or: 
combination of said chambers: if f. , 19:11: 29. In a music self-playing. apparatus; 
actuator pneumatics adapted to operate 
tone-producers, air-tension devices arranged 
to be used interchangeably or combinably 
and a single controlling device-connected to 
throw into successive action in a certain or-- 
der various ones or combinations of said air i 

tension devices. iij93). ; : . . . ; ; ; ; 1'.' 
30. In a music self-playing; apparatus; actuator pneumatics adapted to operate 

tone-producers, and 'tone: producers, and a 

1,101,919 

composite bellows, comprising two or more 
reservoir chambers of varied areas or capaci eration various single reservoirs or combi ties having their moving parts joined or 
Connected to move together, a spring or 
weight resistance opposed to and common 
to the two or more reservoirs, valve mecha 
inism to throw in and out of operation any 
desired one or, combination of reservoirs, 
and air; tension means independent of the 
optionally operative reservoirs of said com 
posite bellows, and connected to the wind 
service of the instrument or attachment to 
operate during any lapse of action by the 
composite bellows reservoirs when they are 
shifting from one tension to another. . 

83. In a music Self-playing apparatus; 
actuator pneumatics adapted to operate 
tone-producers, , and tone-producers, ... and 
an air-tension reservoir of varying capacity, 
two, or more feeders combined therewith, 
valve: controlled ports for discharging sur 
plus tension from the reservoir into the 
feeders and from an active feeder to another 
feeder, connections, between the said valves 
and a moving part of the reservoir, and ad 
justable means for setting the action of the 
said valves to various positions of said 
ties or tension of the reservoir. . . . . . . 
;34. In a music self-playing apparatus 5 ac 

tuator pneumatics adapted to operate tone 
producers, and tone producers, and an air 
tension reservoir of varying capacity, and 
feeders thereto; and adjustable feeder effi composite bellows:comprising: two or 'more ciency controlling means for controlling the reservoir chambers, valve mechanism to 

throw in and out of operation any desired 
one or combination of reservoirs, and - air 
tension reservoir means independent of the 
optionally operative reservoirs of said: com 
posite bellows and connected to the wind 
service of the instrument or attachment to operate during any lapse of -action by the 
composite bellows reservoirs when they are 
shifting from one tension to another. - 

31. In a music self-playing apparatus; 
actuator pneumatics adapted to operate 
tone-producers, and tone producers, and a 
composite bellows comprising two or more 
reservoir chambers of varied areas, capaci 
ties or air tensions, valve mechanism to 
throw in and out of operation any desired 
one or combination of reservoirs, and air 
tension reservoir means independent of the 
optionally operative reservoirs of said com 
posite bellows reservoirs and connected to 
the wind service of the instrument or at 
tachment to operate during any lapse of ac 
tion by the composite bellows reservoirs 
when they are shifting from one tension' to 
another. . . . - . . . . . . . 

32. In a music self-playing apparatus; 
actuator pneumatics adapted to operate 

. . . ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; 

amount of the capacity or tension of said 
reservoir to various degrees. . 

35. In an automatic musical instrument 
or attachment: tone-producers, pneumatics 
for actuating Saine, served by variable ten 
sion air, one or more feeding means for 
Supplying said tension, a music-sheet pro 
pelling apparatus, an air-motor connected 
to the music-sheet propelling apparatus, 
feeding means for supplying suitable inde 
pendent air tension to said motor, and a 
common driving-power means connected to both said feeding means. 

36. In an automatic'; musical instrument or attachment, musical tone-producing and 
actuating devices, variable tension bellows 
thereto, a feeder to said bellows, a music sheet propelling apparatus; an air-motor to 
the music-sheet propelling apparatus and 
independent tension bellows to said motor, a 
feeder to said motor serving bellows, and a 
pedal connected to both said feeders and ar 
ranged to actuate both at the same time. 

37. In an automatic musical instrument or attachment; tone-producers, actuato 
pneumatics adapted to operate said tone 
producers, a wind-motor adapted to propel 
music sheets, separate air-feeder means in 

tone-producers, and tone producers, and a 65 
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dependently connected to the playing-appa 
ratus and the sheet-motor apparatus respec 
tively, a driving means common to both 
feeder means, and separate automatic check 
ing means to the air service of each feeder. 

38. In a musical self-playing apparatus; 
tone-producers, pneumatics for operating 
the same, an air-motor in combination with 
and arranged to operate a music-sheet pro 
pelling apparatus, a service controlling port 

9 

primary pneumatic controlling means, both 
said primaries being subject to similar air 
conditions, and the primary to the flush 
valve arranged to close that valve, and both 
said valves being within said power pneu 
matic. 

44. In a pneumatic action for a musical 
instrument or attachment therefor, a power 
pneumatic or secondary, exhaust and flush 
connections thereto, and separate ports and 

and valve-means to said port and means valves to its exhaust and flush connections 
adapted to move said valve in a certain di 
rect line to equalize, the service, and means 
adapted to move said valve moving in a 
direct line transverse: to the equalizing 
movement, " . . . . ; ; ; ; ; ; ; , , , ; : " . 
39. An air-motor in combination with and arranged to operate a music sheet propelling 

apparatus, a bellows reservoir connected to 
the service of the motor, and having a mov 

respectively, said valves being within said 
power-pneumatic, independent of each other, 
and each having its own separate primary 
pneumatic controlling means, both said 
primaries being subject to similar air con 
ditions. : . . . . 

45. In a pneumatic action for a self-play 
ing musical-instrument or attachment there 
for, a tracker having an aperture, a power 

able member, a regulating valve-port and pneumatic or secondary, exhaust and flush 
valve between the reservoir and the motor, a 
connection from the bellows, reservoiri mem 
ber to the regulating valve moving it in a 
certain direct, line to equalize the air service 
to the motor, and controlling, means con 
nected to the valve meving it in a direct line 
transverse to the other movement -, -i- it' 

40. An air-motor in combinatioh, with and 
arranged to operate a misic-sheet propelling 
apparatus, an: L-shaped speed-controlling 
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valve thereto, an air-service port under the 
inside corner-of-the-valve, a bellows con 
trolled conection to move: the valve in one: 
direction of the 1, and independent; means 
for moying the valve, in the other direction 
of the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ; : . . . . . 

41. An air-motor in combination with and 
arranged to operate a mutsie-sheet propelling 
apparatus, an L-shaped speed controlling 
valve thereto, an air-service; port under the 
inside corner of the -valve, bellows con 
trolled connection to move the valve in one 
direction of the adjustable. means for 
regulating the moving of the valve by the 
beliows, and independent means for moving 
the valve in the other direction of the L. 

42. In a pneumatic action for a musical 
instrument or attachment therefor, a power 
pneumatic or secondary, exhause and flush 
connections thereto, and separate ports and 
valves to its exhaust and flush connections 
respectively, said valves being within said 
power-pneumatic, and independent of each 
other, and primary pneumatic means outside 
of said power-pneumatic, and operatively 
connected to said valves. - 

43. In a pneumatic action for a musical 
instrument or attachment therefor, a power 
pneumatic or secondary, exhaust and flush 
connections thereto, and separate ports and 
valves to its exhaust and fish connections 
respectively, said valves being independent 
of each other, and ; each having separate 

connections thereto, and separate ports and 
valves to its exhaust and flush connections 
respectively, primary pneumatic means to 
said valves, said valves being independent 
of each other and separately controlled by 
primary pneumatic means to each, both of 

: which primaries are subject to similar air 
; conditions and having connections to and 
operated by the same tracker aperture, and 
both said valves being within said power 
pneumatic. ' 

46. In a pneumatic action for a musical 
: instrument or attachment therefor, a tracker. having an aperture, a power pneumatic or 
secondary, exhaust and flush connections 
thereto, and separate ports and valves to its 
exhaust and flush connections respectively, 
primary pneumatic means to said valves, said 
valves being independent of each other and 
separately controlled by primary pneumatic 
means and a tracker aperture, the ratic) of re 
sistance of one of said valves to its jiimary 
controlling means being greater than that of 
the other valve to its primary controlling 
means when in normal positions ready to 
comine lice operation, both said primaries be 
ing subject to the same air tension and hav 
ing connections to one tracker-aperture. 

47. In a pueumatic action for a musical 
instrument or attachment therefor, a wild 
chest or box, one or more power-pneumatics 
or secondaries placed on an outside face of 
a side of said chest or box, and one or more 
controlling valves and wind ports to such 
power pneumatics or secondaries within the 
said power pneumatic and on the same side 
of the chest or box, and primary pneumatic 
means on the interior opposite side of the 
chest or box and operatively connected to the 
said eontrolling valves. 

48. In a pneumatic action for a musical 
instrument or attachment therefor, a wind 
chest, a power pneumatic or secondary hav 
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means, the power-pneumatic or secondary 

i secondary means...; ; ; ; ; , . ." ii. 

instrument or-attachment therefor, a power 
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ing one or more controlling valves thereto moying member of said power pneumatic placed inside the power pneumatic or sec 
ondary, primary pneumatic means inside of 
said chest, and actuating connections from 
said primary means to said: valves. 

49. In a pneumatic action for a musical 
instrument or attachment therefor, a .bel lows-shaped power, pneumatic or secondary 
having a recess or opening through its fixed 
board, in which recess or opening are located 
one or more controlling, valves of the power pneumatic or secondary, primary pneumatic 
means outside of the said power pneumatic 
or secondary, and actuating connections 
therefrom to said valves. .....: . . . . . . . 

50. In a pneumatic action for... a musical 
instrument or attachment therefor, a power pneumatic or secondary means having within 
it, one or more; valves for, controlling its 
operation, and independentis, pneumatic 
(means outside ather's power-pneumatic... or 
secondary means arranged to actuate one or 
more of said controlling valves in ; a move 
ment, in direction, opposite to that of the 
action of the power-pneumatic or-secondary. 
means arranged relatively to the one or more 
controlling valves; so, as to partially return 
said one or more valves to normal: position 
by the action of the power-pneumatic; or 

tf; it 
51. In a pneumatic action for a musical 

instrument or, attachment therefor, a power 
pneumatic or secondary means having one 
or more valves for controlling its operation 
and independent pneumatic means to actuate 
the one or more valves oppositely to that of 
the action of the powers pneumatic or second 
ary, means, the power pneumatic or secondary 
means arranged relatively to the said one or 
more controlling valves to partially return 
said one or more valves to normal position 
by the action of the power pneumatic or 
Secondary means. . . . . 

52. In a pneumatic. action for a musical 
pneumatic or secondary, a primary valve 
means thereto having the direction of its 
action opposite to that of the power pneu 
matic or secondary, and an adjusting means 
on a moving part of said power pneumatic 
or secondary and arranged to engage and 
thereby return the said primary valve-means 
toward its seat by the action of the power pneumatic or secondary. ... 

53. In a pneumatic-action for a musical 
instrument or attachment therefor, a power 
pneumatic or secondary having within it a 
controlling valve opening by a movement op 
posed to the direction of that of the action 
of the power pneumatic or secondary, inde. 
pendent pneumatic means outside of said pneumatic or secondary arranged to actuate 
said valve, and a spring mounted on the 

and opposed to said valve. 
54. In a pneumatic action for a musical 

instrument or attachment therefor, a power 
pneumatic or secondary, a valve to control 
said power pneumatic or secondary, and a 
spring pressed against the direction of ac 
tion of said valve by the moving part of 
said power pneumatic or secondary to aid 
the return of said valve to its normal posi 
-55. In a pneumatic action for a musical 
instrument or attachment therefor, a power pneumatic or secondary having a controlling 
valveopening by a movement opposed to the 
direction of action of the power pneumatic 
dr secondary, independent pneumatic means 
outside of the power pneumatic or second 
ary arranged to actuate said valve, and a 
tion of said valve by the moving i power pneumatic or secondary. part of the 
- 56. In a pneumatic action for a musical 

rod and being tapered or enlarged as to its 
face which is not valved, and a single strip 
valve-rod-guide inset across the enlarged 
part of each of the several ports of said line. 

matic; a port connecting thereto, a valve to 
to the edge of the valve and its seat. 
: 58. In a pneumatic action for a musical 
instrument or; attachment therefor, a pneu 
said port, and an air-restricting means near 
to and surrounding the edge of the valve 
and its seat. . . . . . . : : - 

59. In a pneumatic action for a musical 
instrument or attachment therefor, a pneu 
matic, a port connecting thereto, a valve to 
said port, and an air-restricting means near 
to the edge of the valve and its seat, said 
air-restricting means being graded to varied 
degrees of restriction at various heights of 
the valve rise. . . . . . . . . . . . 

60. In an auto-pneumatic musical appa 
ratus; pneumatics and valves actuated there 
by, a series of return-vents connected to said pneumatics, and an adjustable regulating or 
reducing piece applied over said series of 
return-WentS. 

61. A pneumatic scale-reader having op 
erating apertures therein continued by 
ducts, a series of return-vents connected to said ducts, and an adjustable regulating or 
reducing piece applied over said series of 
return vents. 

62. In an auto-pneumatic musical appa 
ratus; pneumatics and valves actuated there 
by, a series of return-vents connected to said pneumatics, and an adjustable regulat 

spring pressed against the direction of ac 

, 57. In a pneumatic action for a musical 
instrument or attachment therefor, a pneu 
said port, and an air-restricting means near. 

matic, a port connecting thereto, a valve' to 
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ing or reducing piece removably attached 
over said series of return-vents. 

63. A pneumatic scale-reader having op 
erating apertures therein continued by 
ducts, a series of return-vents connected to 
said ducts, and a regulating or reducing 
piece removably attached over said series of 
return-vents. . . . . 

64. An auto pneumatic-action for oper 
ating tone-producers, and a compound ad 
justable tracker or scale-reader, a joining 
rail near thereto, and flexible tubes connect 
ed to said tracker and to said joining rail 
near to the scale-reader; and continuing in 
flexible tubes from said rail to the pneu 
matics of the action. " ": 

65. In a musical apparatus, note actuat 
ing devices, controlling connections thereto, 
a joining rail for connections for the note 
actuating devices having the connections 
for the sharp 'notes grouped together in 
several groups separated from the connec: 
tions for the “naturalP notes.' ' ' . 66: Ena' musical apparatus, note-actu. 
ating devices, controlling connections there 
to, a joining rail for the connections for the 
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vices, separate valves for the 

note-actuating devices having the connect 
tions for the sharp notes grouped together 
in alternating groups of 'two' and three in 
one series; having its connections for the 
natural'notes of the 'same 'scale letters as 
the sharps grouped in groups of two and 
three similar to the sharps and adjacent to 
said sharps and corresponding there with in 
their Örder; and having the connections for 
musical scale arranged separately from the 
groups of two and three birtin relative po 
sition thereto. . . . . . . . .'' 

67. In a musical apparatus, note actuat 
ing devices, controlling, connections thereto, 
a joining, rail for the connections for the 
note actuating, devices having attaching 
places for the sharp note connections in 
separate grouping from the natural note 
connections and with distinguishing marks 
or rings. . . . . . . . . 

68. In a pneumatic musical apparatus, 

. . . . 

power pneumatics for actuating musical de 
vices, primary valves to 'control the action 
of said power-pneumatics, and one or more 
controllable checks to the primary valves to 
regulate the amount of their rise from their 
Seats. - 

69. In a pneumatic musical apparatus, 
power pneumatics for actuating. musical de 

direct actuat 
ing and return movements respectively of 
each of said power pneumatics, and one or 
more controllable checks to said separate ac 
tuating valves to limit their rise from their 
seats. 

70. In a pneumatic musical apparatus, 
power pneumatics for actuating musical de 

v v - - - . . instrument or the semitone natural notes band e of the 

pneumatic or secondary, the sai 

ing 

2. 

said power pneumatics, and one or more 
controllable checks to the said valves of part 
of the scale to regulate the amount of their 
rise from their seats to a different degree 
than the other primary-valves of the scale, all 
these valves being on the same air-tension. 

71. In a pneumatic musical apparatus, 
separate main expression regulating devices 
to each of two or more divisions of the scale, 
power-pneumatics, main primary valves to 
all the notes of the two or more divisions, 
and auxiliary primary-valves to the power 
pneumatics adjacent to the dividing point 
of the scale only, independent controlling 
devices arranged to actuate the auxiliaries 
and thereby emphasize their respective 
notes, and controlling connections from said 
controlling devices to said auxiliary pri 
maries. 

72. In a pneumatic action for a musical 
instrument or attachment therefor, a power 
pneumatic or secondary having two or more 
controlling valves directly effecting the 
positive action or movement of the said 
power-pneumatic or secondary, each said 
positive controlling valve separate and inde 
pendent from the other, a single flush-valve 
to said power-pneumatic, and primary pneu 
matic-means connected to directly operate 
said flush-valve and one positive-valve al 
ways coacting therewith, and to optionally 
operate the additional positive - valve or 
valves. 

73. In a pneumatic action for a musical 
attachment therefor, a tracker, a power pneumatic or secondary 

having both exhaust and flush controlling 
valves with their actuating primary pneu 
matic means connected to one tracker aper 
ture, and also having an additional and op 
tional additional positive valve to said power 

d ad 
ditional positive valve having its own inde 
pendent primary pneumatic means connected 
to a separate and individual tracker aper 
ture, for optional operation to add force or 
speed to the positive action of the power 
pneumatic or secondary. 

74. In a pneumatic musical apparatus, 
power pneumatics for actuating musical de 
vices, actuating and return valved air ports 
to each said power pneumatic, and control 
lable air diminishing means to each of the 
actuating ports arranged to variably regu 
late the passage of air through said actuat 

ports without affecting the return ports. 
if a self-playing musical instrument 

or attachment, a tracker or scale-reader 
adapted to be operated by a music-sheet, a 
transparent strip or guard over the position 
for the music sheet, on said tracker or scale 
reader and musical Scale indications on said 
strip or guard. 

76. In a self-playing musical instrument 
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sic-sheet, a music sheet and a transparent 
strip or guard oyer such music-sheet, and 
indications on said strip or guard to cor 
respond with visible elements of such music: 
sheet. - . . . iii is: ?ii; ; ; ; ; ; : 

77. In a self-playingapparatus, for key 
board musical instruments automatic note: s . . . . . . . . s . . . . . . ." ivi -.4 is a '4' -; 3. . . - - - - - actuating, mechanism, and iii perforated 
music sheetcairier mounted to be alter, 
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callinstruments proyides SEE 
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' ' means being mounted to 
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natively moved to a position immediately 
in front of said keyboard and partly above 
the bottom of the keyboard, or, a position 
underneath, said keyEast tibi-arid grit gigs 

8. A portable player for keyboard musi cal instruments, provided With avertically 
adjustable casing and keynactuating mech: 
anism, the casing, and said mechanis 
adapted to lower to E. beneath the 
keyboard and keybed of a musical instru 
ment, and said mechanism being, provided 
with connections foengaging and operati 
ing the upperface, - 
ment whesidiseafi raised positionist of , Fig. Anois. Blayefskyboardi 
f el b h - h ke b to pass 
Eli. Eii I9 tions for engaging,andisperating, the keys 
thereof 

key actuating techanism adapted 

a perforatedlisi; sheat forct operati sus trolling the said player Sid Garryingnesis 
being mounted KoibniqYedia and from a ES: Si:''''" viceshaying a manual keyboard for their 

ed nu-, manual operation, self-playing means for 
XY f CaSlph 2 . . . . . . . . . . . ... i - ". - - 

SSY R almusic-sheet, and movable means for sup 
! porting m - 

'a ka u . . . a . . . . . . . . . " . . . means,mpunted to be moved to a position in vided with connections fo ES and op front of said, keyboard and to a position 
underneath, said keyboard. , - - 

SAGEabysioseyboard mu 
sical instruments, plov 
and key actuat EE apted to pass freely beneath the keyboard and keybed e - is . . . . - 's.' ; : . . . . . i 

of the instrument, when out of use, and pro 
erating the tipper face of the keys thereof, and havingfieans forcifying 
and operating a perforated music sheet for controlling it 

Font of the 

e said player, said cárrying 
ted to be, alternatively moved to a position immediately in front of 

the keyboard or a position, beneath the key 
board. - . . . . 81. In a self-playing 'apparatus for key. 
board musical instruments; automatic key 
actuating mechanism, and a movable sup: 

mounted to be alternatively moved up in 
front of the keyboard and with the fingers t 
over the keys, or moved down the keybed. . . . . . " 

82. In a music, self-playing apparatus; 
tone producers, actuator pneumatics adapted 
to operate said tone-producers, a constantly 
active air reservoir, a plurality of air ten 

derneath 

sion governors, an opposed tension, device 
board. . . . . common to all the said plurality of govern 

: . . ." 

thékeySpf said,insis. meghanisaein 
C 

ors, and valve nechanism to throw in and 
out of operation any desired governor or 
combination of governors. 

83: In a music. Self-playing apparatus; 

65 

tone-producers, actuator pneumatics adapt. . 
ed to operate-said tone-producers, a plural 
ity of, air tension governors each effecting a 
different degree of air tension, and manu 
ally-operable, means for successively throw 
ing said governors into action in the regular 
order of the variation of their degrees of 
air tension. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
84. In combination: Sound producing, de vices having a manual keyboard for their 

manial operation, self-playing means for 
the automatic operation of said devices from 
a music sheet, and movable means for sup porting such music sheet, said supporting 
meansmounted to be moved forward and up 

ion, undgreath, said keyboard. . . . . 
combination : sound producing de yies having a manual keyboard for their 

able means for supporting such music, sheet, 
said supporting means mounted to be moved 
it font? of said keyboard, and downward 

ack to a position, underneath said key 
it i:. ... . . aidi ; :::::::::::::: * . . . . 

88. issombination :... sound, producing: de 
. . . . a r ' ' ' 

the automatic operation of said devices from 
such music sheet, said supporting 

- 

87. In combination: soun dproducing de 
eet for vices, having a manual keyboard for their 

manual operation, self-playing means for 
the automatic operation of the sound pro 
ducing devices from a music sheet, a music 
sheet, and movable means for supporting 
such music sheet, said supporting means 
mounted to be moved to a position in front 
of said keyboard and to a position under 
neath said keyboard. . . . port having music-roll carrying means, and . 

key-actuating fingers, said support, being 88. In combination: sound producing de 
vices having a manual keyboard for their 
manual operation; self-plaving means in 
cliding a tracker, cylinder and spindles, for 
the automatic, operation of said devices front 
a music-sheet; and movable means for sup 
porting said tracker, cylinder and spindles, 
said supporting means mounted to be moved 
forward and up to a position immediately 
in front of said keyboard and downward 
and back to a position underneath said key 

70 

RO 

ga, position immediately in front of said 
EE and downward and back to a posi 85 

nial operation, self-playing means for 
traitomatic, operation of the Sound pro 

to pass diging deYiges from a music sheet, and mov 
With conne - a o - w as a 

forward and up to a position immediately . . and havingineisfjraying 3rd 
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89. In combination: sound producing de 
vices having a manual keyboard for their 
manual operation; self-playing means in 
cluding a tracker, cylinder and spindles, 
for the automatic operation of said devices 
from a music, sheet; a music, sheet; and 
movable means for SESSEE cylinder and spindles, " saids, supporting 
means mounted to be moved to... a position 
in front of said, keyboard and to a; position 
underneath, said keyboard. , s: , ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; , , 

90. In combination: sound producing, de 
vices having a manual keyboard for their 
manual operation; self-playing means in: 
cluding a tracker, cylinder and spindles, for 
the automatic operation of the sound pro 
ducing devices, froma, music sheet; a music 
sheet; and movable, aneans; for supporting 
said tracker, cylinder and spindles, said sup 
porting means, napulated to be moved, for; 
yard and up to a position immediately, in 
front of said, keyboard, and dynward and 
back to a position, underheath, said key: 
board. . . . . . . .xmi-, 3d 32da big it is gi: 91. In combination: sound producing der 
vices having a manual keyboard for their 
manual operation; self-playinor, means in 
cluding a tracker, cylinder, and spindles, for 
the automatic operation of the sound pro 
ducing devices frpatanausgsheet; a music 
sheet; and movable means for supporting 
said tracker, cylinder, and spindles, sai 
supporting means, nagunted to be moved to 
a position in front of, said keyboard, and to 
a position underneath, said, keyboard. . . 

92. A self-playing musical apparatus hav 
ing a tracker adapted to be operated by 
a music sheet, actuating devices adapted to 
operate sound. producing devices, control 
ling connections from said tragkerto, said 
actuating devices, and a movable means for 
supporting such, music sheet, said support 
ing means mounted to be alternatively 
moved forward and up to a position imme 
diately in front of the manual keyboard of 
the sound producing devices and downward 
and back to a position underneath said key 
board. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

93. A self-playing musical apparatus hav 
ing a tracker adapted to be operated by a 
music sheet, actuating devices adapted to 
operate sound producing devices, control 
ling connections from said tracker to said 
actuating devices, and a movable means for 
supporting such, music sheet, said support 
ing means mounted to be alternatively 
moved to a position in front of the manual 
keyboard of the sound producing devices 
and to a position underneath said keyboard. 

94. A self-playing musical apparatus hav 
ing a tracker, cylinder and spindles adapted 
to coöperate with a music- sheet, actuating 
devices adapted to operate sound producing 
devices, controlling connections from said 

923 

tracker to said actuating devices, and a mov 
able means for supporting said tracker, cyl 
inder and spindles, said supporting means 
mounted to be alternatively moved forward 
and up to a position immediately in front of 
the manual keyboard of the sound producing 
devices and downward and back to a posi 
tion underneath said keyboard: ; ; ; 

: 95. A self-playing musical apparatus hav 
inga tracker, cylinder, and spindles adapted 
to coöperate with a music sheet, actuating 
devices adapted to 6perate sound ES 
devices, controlling connections from sai 
tracker to said actuating devices, and a mov 
able means for supporting said tracker, cyl 
inder, and spindles, said supporting means 
mounted to be alternatively moved to a posi 
tion in front of the manual keyboard of the 
sound producing devices and to a position 
underneath said keyboard. ! . . . . . . . . . . ; 
9:96. In a self-playing apparatus for key 
board musical instruments: automatic actu 
ating meclianism, and a movable support 
having music-roll carrying means. and key 
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actuating fingers, said support being adapt.- : 
edito be alternatively raised to a position 
with the fingers over the keys, and the roll 
carrying means adjacent to the keys, or low 
ered to a position below the level of the key 
bed. 
... 9. In a self-playing apparatus: for key 
board'alasical instruments: automatic actu 
ating mechanism, and a 'movable support 
having music-roll carrying means and key 
actuating fingers, said support mounted to &. 
be alternatively raised to a position with the 
fingers over the keys, or lowered to a posi 
tion below, the level of the keybed. 

98. A portable player for keyboard musi 

90 

U. . 

lOO 

cal instruments, comprising a floor support- i. 
ed base and power producing pedals thereon, 
and a vertically adjustable support adjust 
ably mounted on said base and having Inusic 
roll carrying means and key actuating fin 

05 

gers thereon, said support adapted to be 
raised to a position with the fingers over the 
keys, or lovered to a position below the level 
of the keybed. , , , 

99. A portable player for keyboard musi 

O 

cal instruments, comprising a floor sup- . 
ported base and power producing pedals 
thereon, and a vertically adjustable support 
adjustably mounted on said base and having 
music-roll carrying means, key actuating 
fingers, and a roll propelling motor thereon, 
said support adapted to be raised to a posi 
tion with the fingers over the keys, or low 
ered to a position below the level of the key 
bed. : . . . . . . 

100. A portable player for keyboard musi 
cal instruments, comprising a floor sup 
ported base, and bellows actuating pedals 
therewith, and a vertically, adjustable sup 
port adjustably mounted on said base and 
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24. 

having music roll carrying means, tracker 
bar, key-actuating finger, and a bellows on 
said. Support, said: support adapted to be 
raised to a position with the fingers over the 
keys, or lowered to a position below the level 
of the keybed. , , ; ; , ; ; : . . . . . . . . . . 
-:101-1: A portable player 

: 

for keyboard musi cal instruments, comprising} a floor sup 
ported base and bellows actuating pedals 
therewith; and a vertically adjustable sup 
port adjustably mounted on said; base 'and having music roll carrying imeans; tracker 
bar, key actuating fingers, and a sheet pro 
pelling motor on said support said support 
adapted to be raised to a position with the 
fingers over the keys, or lowered to a position 
below the level of the keybed: 'it' - 

102. In an automatic musical instrumen 
or attachment therefor, stone-producers and 
actuating pneumatics therefor; automatic ex 
pression means for diminishing the stroke: 
of said pneumatics; a?tracker having an exi 
pression taperture, and, connections there. 
from to said:expression means; and a music 
sheet having two, or more note perforations 
arranged to be sounded together, and coöp 
erating with said tracker and;having the 
front of the perforation of an accented note 
of said riote-perforations having simultane: 
ously struck notes positioned rearward of. 

: the front of: the perforatiohisoft, an unac 
cented note of the same, and an expression 
perforation in the sheet entirely in advance 
of the perforation, to be accented and adapt 
ed to cooperate with the expression laper: 
tured tor diminish the stroke on the unac 
cented: notes wheri said expression perfora 
tion uncovers said expression aperture: it i: 

103. In an 'automatic musical instrument or attachment therefortstone-producers laid 
i actuating pneumatics, therefor; automatic 
expression means for diminishing the stroke 
of said pneumatics; a tracker having an ex 
pression paperture, and 2 connections there 
from to said expression: means; and a music 
sheet having two or more note-perforations 
arranged to be sounded together and coöp 
erating with said tracker and having the 
front of the perforation of an accented note 
of said, note-perforations having simultane 
ously struck notes positioned rearward of 
the fronti of the perforation of an unac 
cented note of the same, and an expression 
perforation in the sheet having its front end 
in advance of the front end of the perfora 
tions of the unaccented note and adapted to coöperate with the expression; aperture to 
diminish the stroke on the unaccented notes when said expression perforation uncovers 
said expression aperture. . . . . .." is 
- 104. In an automatic musical instrument 
or attachment therefor: stone-producers and 
actuating pneumatics: therefor; automatic 
expression diminishing; means for weaken 
ing the stroke of said pneumatics; a tracker 

1,101,919 

having an expression aperture, and connec 
tions therefrom to said expression dimin 
ishing means; and a music sheet having 
two or more note-perforations arranged to 
be sounded together, and coöperating with 
said tracker and having the front ends of 
the perforations of the accented and unac 
cented notes out of transversealinement with each other, and an expression perforation 
in the sheet having its front end in advance 
of the front end of the perforations of the 
accented note or notes and coöperating with the expression diminishing aperture to di 
minish the stroke on said unaccented notes when said expression perforation uncovers 
said expression aperture. . . . . . . . . . 

105. In an automatic musical instrument 
or an attachment therefor; tone-producers 
and actuating pneumatics therefor; auto niatic expression means for diminishing the 
stroke of said pneumatics; a tracker having 
an expression aperture, and direct connec: 
tions therefrom to said expression means; 
and a music sheet having two or more note 
perforations arranged to be sounded to 
gether, and coöperating with said tracker 
and having the frontends of the perfora 
tions of the accented and unaccented notes 
out of transverse alinement with each other, 
and an expression perforation in the sheet 
having its front end in advance of the 
front end of the perforation of the unaccent 
ed notes and adapted to coöperate with the 
expression aperture to diminish the stroke 
on the unaccented notes when said expres sion perforation uncovers said expression 
(106. In an automatic musical instrument 
prattachment therefor: tone-producers and hittiating pneumatics therefor; automatic 
expression means for diminishing the stroke 
of said pneumatics; a tracker having an ex 
pressioni'aperture, and connections there 
from to said expression means; and a music 
sheet having two or more note-perforations 
arranged to be sounded together, and coöp 
erating with said tracker and having the 
front ends of the perforation of the accent 
ed and unaccented notes out of transverse 
alinement with each other, and an expres 
sion perforation in the sheet having its 
front end in advance of the front end of the 
perforations of the rearward notes and 
adapted to coöperate with the expression 
aperture to diminish the stroke on the un 
accented notes when said expression perfor 
ation uncovers said expression aperture. , 
- 107. In an automatic musical instrument or attachment therefor: tone-producers and 
actuating pneumatics therefor; automatic 
expression means for varying the stroke of 
said pneumatics; a tracker having an ex 
pression 'aperture, and connections there 
from to Said expression means; and a music 
sheet having two or more note-perforations 
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arranged to be sounded together, and co 
operating with said tracker and having the 
front end of the perforations of the accent 
ed and unaccented notes out of transyerse 
alinement with each other, and an expres 
sion perforation in the sheet having its, front 
end in advance of the front ends of both 
forwards and rearward of said note-perfora 
tions and adapted to coöperate with the ex 
pression aperture to diminish the stroke. on 
the unaccented; notes when said, expression 
perforation, uncovers said, expression aper 
ture. 

108. In combination; a pneumatic self 
playing musical apparatus, a bellows, and a 
collapsible and expansible air chamber con 
nected thereto, an L-shaped valve interposed 
between them and movable in direct lines in 
two directions corresponding to the main 
lines of the , a connection from a mov. 
able member, of the chamber to said valve 
to control one of its said movements to 
thereby... equalize the air service, and a con 
troller and a connection therefrom to said 
valve to control the other of the said move 
ments, to, thereby set different degrees of air 
service. 

109. In combination: a pneumatic self 
playing nausical apparatus, a hellows, and 
a collapsible, and expansible air, chamber 
connected thereto, a valve interposed be 
tween them, and movable indireet lines in 
two directions, a connection frona, a mov 
able, member of the ehamber to said valve to 
control one of its said, naovements to there 
by equalize the air service, and a controller 
and a connection therefrom to said valve, to 
control the other of its said, movements to 
thereby set. different degrees of air service. 

110. In a pneumatic action for a musical 
instrument or an attachment thenefor, a 
note: actuating power pneumatic or second 
alry having stroke and return, ports, and in inini, acting primary pneumatics and 
Valves to its stroke and return ports respec 
tively, both Said primaries subject to similar 
air conditions, and the primary pneumatic 
means coacting with the stroke valve port to actuate it to several degrees of opening. 

111. In a pneumatic action for a musical in 
strumentor attachment therefor, a note-actu ating power pneumatic or secondary having 
stroke and return ports, and independently 
acting primary pneumatics and valves to its 
Stroke and return ports respectively, both 
said primaries subject to similar air con 
ditions, and the primary pneumatic means 
coacting with the stroke port valve to actu 
ate it to several distances from its seat. 

112. In a pneumatic action for a musical 
instrument or attachment, therefor; a note actuating power pneumatic or secondary 
having separate ports and valves for stroke 
and return respectively; a pneumatic con 
trolling means to the return valve, and an 

other pneutinatic controlling means to the 
stroke valve, only, both said means being 
subject to similar air oonditions; and a 
single, tracker aperture and controlling con 
Aections therefrom to both said pneumatic 
controlling means, the return yalve pneu 
matic controlling means adapted to fully 
foperate that valve when a small perforation 
of a music sheet is opened to said aperture, 
and the stroke valve: pneumatic controlling 
means adapted to fully open, that valve only 
when a large perforation of a music sheet is 
opened to said aperture. 

113. In a selfplaying musical, apparatus: 
a power pneumatic or secondary having a 
glutality of primary pneumatics subject to 
similar air conditions one to another and 
arranged far contralling, the operation of 
said dpower pneumatic or secondary; a 
tracker hair having apertures adapted to 
be controlled by a perforated music sheet; 
and an air duct connection directly to each 
Of said primaries from a single aperture of 
the agacker bar corresponding to that par 
ficular pneumatic -or secondary. 

114. In a self-playing musical apparatus: 
a power pneumatic or secondary having a 
plurality of primary pneumatics, an air 
chamber connected to the wind inducing ap 
palats, each primary contained in said 
chamber, and arranged for, controlling the 
operation of said power pneumatic or sec 
andary;.a. tracker bar having an aperture 
adapted to be controlled by a perforated 
music sheet; and an air duct connection, di 
rectly to each of, said primaries from the 
single aperture of the tracker bar corre 
Sponding to , that particular power pneu 
maafi: or secondary. 

115. In a self-playing musical apparatus; 
aposer.pneumatic or secondary having a 
plurality of primary pneumatics subject to 
similar air. Oonditions one to another and ar 
ranged...for controlling the operation of said 
power pneumatic, or secondary; a tracker 
harshaving an aperture adapted to be con 
trolled by a perforated inusic sheet; a per 
forated music sheet; and an air duct connec 
tion directly to each of said primaries from 
the single aperture of the tracker bar cor 
responding to that particular.pneumatic or 
Secondary, and both said valves being within 
said power pneumatic. 

116. In a self-playing musical apparatus: 
a power pneumatic or secondary having a 
plurality of primary pneumatics, an air 
chamber connected to the wind inducing ap 
paratus, each primary contained in said 
chamber, and arranged for controlling the 
operation of said power pneumatic or sec 
ondary; a tracker bar having an aperture 
adapted to be controlled by a perforated 
music sheet; a perforated music sheet; and 
an air duct connection directly to each of 
said primaries, from the single aperture of 
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the tracker bar corresponding to that par 
ticular power pneumatic or secondary. . . . 

117. In a self-playing musical apparatus: 
a power pneumatic or secondary having a 
plurality of valves for controlling its oper 
ation; a plurality. of primary pneumatics 
subject to similar air conditions one to an 
other and arranged for controlling, said 
valves; at tracker bar having an aperture 
adapted to be controlled: by a 'perforated 
music sheet; and an air ducticonnection di 
rectly to each of said primary pneumatics 
from the single aperture of the tracker bar 
corresponding to; that - particular power 
pneumatic or secondary. :::::::::::: ' ' ' 

118. In a self-playing musical apparatus: 
a power pneumatic or secondary having a 
plurality of valves forcöntrolling its opera. 
tion; a plurality of primary pneumatics, an 

: 

S v - willf-sulta2-i-J.- :- air chamber connected to the windiriducing. 
apparatiis; each primary contained in said 
chamber and irranged for controlling said 
valves; a tricker bar having faii caférture 
adapted to be controlled by it a perforated 
music sheet; a perforated misie "sheet; ind 
an air duct connection to each of 'Said pri 
mary pneumatics from the single aperture 
of the trackerbar corresponding to that par 
ticular power pneumatic or secondaily's 

119. In a self-playing musical'apparatus: 
a power pneumatic or secondary having a 
plurality of valves for controlling its operal 
tion; a plurality of primary pnitiatics sub 
ject to similar airconditions one to another 
and arranged for controlling said valves; 
tracker bar having an aperture adapted to 
be controlled by a perforated music sheet; 
and an air duct connection directly to each 
of said primary pneumatics from the single 
aperture of the tracker baricorresponding to 
that particular power pneumatic or second 
ary. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ::::: 

120. In a self-playing musical apparatus: 
a power pneumatic or secondary having a 
plurality of yalves for controlling its opera 
tion; a plurality of primary pneumatics, an 
air chamber connected to the wind inducing 

to the other, but having controlling connec apparatus, each primary contained in said 
chamber and arranged for controlling said 
valve; a tracker bar adapted to be controlled 
by a perforated music sheet; and an air duct 
connection to each of said primary pneu 
tracker bar corresponding to that particu 
lar power pneumatic or secondary. 

121. In a self-playing musical apparatus: 
a power pneumatic or secondary having a 
plurality of valves for controlling its oper 
ation; a plurality of primary pneumatics 
subject to similar air conditions one to an 
other and arranged for controlling said 
valves; a tracker bar having an aperture 
adapted to be controlled by a perforated 
music sheet; and an air duct connection di 
rectly to each of the said primary pneu 
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matics from the single aperture of the 
tracker bar corresponding to that particular 
power. pneumatic or secondary; said pri 
mary pneumatics being of varied ratios of 
power one to another as compared to their 
respective valve's resistance. . . . . 
: 122. In a self-playing musical apparatus: 
a power pneumatic or secondary having a 
plurality of valves for controlling its opera 
tion; a plurality of primary pneumatics, an 
air chamber connected to the wind inducing 
apparatus, each primary contained in said 
chamber and arranged for controlling said 
valves; at tracker bar adapted to be con 
trolled by a perforated music sheet; and air 
duct connections to each . of said primary 
pneumatics from the single aperture of the 
tracker bar corresponding to that particular 
power"pneumatic or secondary; said pri 
mary pneumatics being of varied ratios of 
poweri one to another 'as compared to their 
respective valve resistance. 
i? 123: Inia self-playing, musical apparatus: 
a power; pneumatic or secondary having a 
plurality of valves for controlling its opera 
tion; complete primary pneumatic means, 
air chambering connected to the wind induc 
tion apparatus, each primary contained in said chamber and arranged for controlling 
said valves, said valves being of varied 
ratios of Iresistance: one to another as com 
pared to the power of said primary pneu 
matic means. : 

: 124. In a self-playing musical apparatus: 
a power pneumatic or secondary having a 
plurality of valves for controliing its opera 
tion complete primary pneumatic means, an 
air chamber connected to the wind inducing 
apparatus, such primary means contained in 
said chamber and arranged for controlling 
said valves; said valves so that one of said 
valves will operate from a smaller perfora 
tion in the music sheet than another of 
said valves. . . 

125. In an auto-pneumatic musical appa 
ratus: a pneumatic tracker, a plurality of 
primary valves movable independently onc 

tions from a single aperture of said tracker, 
a wind chest, and primary pneumatic means 
to said valves located entirely within said 
wind chest. 

matics from the single, aperture of the 126. In an auto-pneumatic musical appa 
ratus; a pneumatic tracker, a plurality of 
primary valves movable independently one 

: to the other but having controlling connec 
tion from a single aperture of said tracker, 
a wind chest, and primary pneumatic means 
to said valves located entirely within said 
wind chest, the primary valves having a 
varied resistance one to the other relatively 
to the actuating air service from said tracker 
aperture. 

127. In a pneumatic action for musical ap 
paratus: a wind chest having a port, a valve 
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over said port on the outside of said chest, 
a pneumatic inside said chest and connected 
to said valve to operate the valve, and a 
power pneumatic attached to the outside of 
said 'chest over said valve and into which 
the air of said port leads. . 

128. In: a pneumatic action for musical 
apparatus: a wind chest, a pneumatic 
within said chest, a power pneumatic ele 
ment attached to the outer face of said 
chest, an intermittently opened windway 
from tie chest to the power pneumatic ele 
inent and an intermittently closed windway 
from the power pneumatic element to the 
outer air, 'valve Ineans to both said wind. 
ways and contained within said power pneu. 
matic element, and connection means from 
tine pneumatic within the chest to said valve 
means for intermittently operating said 
valve means. - * f ; ; ; ; 

129. A pneumatic scale reader having op 
erating apertures therein continued by ducts, 
a chamber adjacent to said apertures, return 
vents to said ducts in said chamber, and a 

5 single means for adjusting all said vents. 
130. An atto-pneumatic action for actu 

arting tone producers, a tracker for con 
trolling said action; a tube rail separate 
from said tracker, flexible tubes extending 
frcinn said tracker to said rail and inflexible 
tubes extending from said rail to said 'ac 
tion, to permit novenients of said tracker 
relatively to said action. . .'; . . . . . . 

181. In a self-playing musical apparatus: 
a tracker adapted to be operated with a 
In usic sheet, and a transparent strip' or 
guard over the face of said tracker and in 
dications on said guard relating to such 
music sheets. . . . . . . . . . . . ; 

132. In a pneumatic musical apparatus; a 
power pneumatic, a 'valve-means for con 
trolling its operation and contained within 
said power pneumatic, a suction chamber 
exterior to said power.pneumatic, a second 
pneumatic in said chamber, and connective 
means from said second pneumatic to said 
valve-means. 

133. In a pneumatic musical apparatus, a 
power pneumatic having a moving board 
and a fixed board, a valve chamber in said 
fixed board, having its ends slanted in 
wardly larger, and a controlling valve for 
said power pneumatic in said chamber. 

134. In a pneumatic action for a musical 
instrument or attachment therefor, a power 
pneumatic or secondary having within it a 
controlling valve, independent pneumatic 
means outside of said pneumatic or second 
ary arranged to actuate said valve, and a 
coil spring opposed to said valve and mount 
ed on a moving member of said power 
pneumabic. - 

135. In a pneumatic action for a musical 
instrument or attachment therefor, a power 

27 

controlling valve, independent pneumatic 
means 'outside of said pneumatic or second 
ity arranged to actuate said valve, and a 
spring opposed to said valve and mounted 
on a moving member of said power pneu 
Initic. 

136. In a pneumatic action for a musical 
instrument or attachment therefor, a power 
pneumatic or secondary having a fixed men 
ber, a recess therein, a controlling valve in 
said recess, independent pneumatic means 
outside of said pneumatic or secondary ar 
ranged to actuate said valve, and a coil 
spring opposed to said valve. - 

137. In a pneumatic' action for a musical 
instrument or 'attachment therefor, a power 
pnetrnatic or secondary having a fixed mem 
ber, a recess therein, a controlling valve in 
said recess, and independent pneumatic 
means outside of said pneumatic or sec 
oiadaiyarranged to actuate said valve, and 
a spring opposed to said 'valve and mounted 
on a moving member of said power pneu 
attie.e. it': i. i . . . . . - 
i88: In an: automatic musical instrument 

or attachment therefor, tone-producers and 
actuating pneumatics therefor; automatic 
expression means for diminishing the stroke 
8f Saied pneumatics; a traoker having an ex 
pression aperture, and connections there 
fromité"said expression means; and a music 
shett'having two or more note perforations 
arranged to be sounded together, and co 
operating with said tracker and having the 
front of the perforation of an accented : one 
of said note perforations positioned rear 
ward of the front of the perforation of an 
unaccented note of the said perforations, 
and an expression perforation in the sheet 
entirely in advance of the perforation to be 
accented and in substantially transverse 
alinement with the front part of the per 
foration of the unaccented note, and adapt 
ed: to coöperate with the expression aper 
ture to diminish the stroke on the unac 
cented notes when said expression perfora 
tion"uncovers said expression aperture. 

139. In an automatic musical instrument 
or attachment therefor, tone-producers and 
actuating pneumatics therefor; automatic 
expression means for diminishing the stroke 
of said pneumatics; a tracker having an 
expression aperture, and connections there 
from to said expression means; and a 
music-sheet having two or more note-per 
forations arranged to be sounded together, 
and cotiperating with said tracker, and hav 
ing the front of the perforation of an ac 
cented one of said note perforations posi 
tioned rearward of the front of the perfora 
tion of an unaccented note of the said per 

i forations, and an expression perforation in 
: the sheet entirely in advance of the perfora 
ition to be accented and in substantially 

65 pneumatic or secondary having within it a transverse alinement with the front part of 
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the perforation of the unaccented note, and 
adapted to coöperate with the expression 
aperture to diminish the stroke on the unt 
accented notes when said expression per 
foration uncovers said expression aperture. 

140. In an automatic musical instrument 
or attachment therefor: tone-producers and 
actuating pneumatics therefor; automatic 
expression means for diminishing the stroke 
of said pneumatics; a tracker having an ex 
pression, aperture, and connections there 
from to said expression, means; and a music 
sheet having two or more note perforations 
arranged to be sounded together, and co 
operating with said tracker and having the 
front end of the perforations of the accented 
and unaccented of said note-perforations out 
of transverse alinement with each other, and 
an expression perforation in the sheet 
having its front end, in advance of the 
front ends of both forward, and rearward 
of said note-perforations and adapted to 
coöperate, with the expression aperture to 
diminish the stroke on the unaccented notes 
when said expression perforation, uncovers 
said expression aperture. . . . . . 

141. The . . combination, with a tracker 
board having a supplemental duct connected 
with pneumatic mechanism for softening or 
diminishing the accompaniment notes of a 
piece of music, of a music-sheet having the accompaniment-note perforations; arranged 
slightly in advance of the theme-note: per 
forations, and provided with a series of 
supplemental perforations adapted: to reg 
ister, with the supplemental duct of the 
tracker-board, said 'supplemental perfora 
tions, being, arranged entirely; in advance 
of the theme-note:perforations and subtan 
tially in line with the front ends; of the ac 
companiment-note perforations, and co-act 
ing with said supplemental duct to, effect 
said softening or...,diminishing when said 
supplemental perforation uncovers said sup 
plemental duct. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

142. The eombination with a tracker 
board having a supplemental duct connected 
with pneumatic mechanism for softening or 
diminishing the accompaniment notes of a 
piece of music, of a music-sheet having the 
accompaniment-note perforations arranged 
slightly in advance of the theme-note per 
forations, and provided with a series of sup 
plemental perforations adapted to register 
with the supplemental duct of the tracker 
board, said supplemental perforations being 
arranged entirely in advance of the theme 
note perforations and transversely opposite 
the accompaniment-note perforations and 
co-acting with said supplemental duct to ef 
fect said softening or diminishing when said 
supplemental perforation uncovers said sup 
plemental duct. - 

143. The combination with a tracker 
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board having a supplemental duct connected 
with pneumatic mechanism for softening or 
diminishing the accompaniment notes of a 
piece of music, of a music-sheet having the accompaniment-note perforations arranged 
slightly in advance of the theme note per 
forations, and provided with a series of Sup plemental perforations adapted to register 
with-the supplemental duct of the tracker 
board, said. Supplemental perforations be 
ing arranged, entirely in advance of the 
theme-note perforations and having their 
rear, ends terminating closely to the trans 
verse alinement with the front ends of the immediately following theme-note perfora 
tion, and co-acting with said supplemental 
duct to effect said softening or diminishing 
when said supplemental perforation un 
covers said supplemental duct. - 

144. A power-pneumatic means, an ac 
tuating ports connected to said power pneu 
matic means, and a valve-means to said port, 
said power-, pneumatic means and valve 
means being so combined and disposed that 
the stroke of the power pneumatic means 
returns the valve-means toward the port. 
... 145. A power-pneumatic means, an actu 
ating port connected to said power pneu 
matic means, and a valve-means to said port, and a primary pneumatic actuating 
means to said valve-means, said power pneu 
matic means and valve-means being so com 
bined and disposed that the stroke of the 
power, pneumatic. means returns the valve 
means toward the port. 
;146. A power-pneumatic means, an actu 
ating, port' connected to said power pneu 
matic means, and a valve-means to said 
port, and a primary pneumatic actuating 
means to said valve-means, said power pneu 
matic means and valve-means being so com 
bined and; disposed that the stroke of the 
power pneumatic means returns, the valve 
means toward the port, and against the ac 
tion of the primary pneumatic actuating 
03S. 

147. In a pneumatic action for a musical 
instrument or attachment therefor, a line 
of ports, each of said ports having a valve 
and rod, and a single strip valve-rod-guide 
inset across the enlarged part of each of the 
several ports of said line. 

14.S. In an auto-pneumatic musical ap 
paratus: a tracker bar having a plurality of 
apertures therein, a continuing duct to each 
said aperture, a return-vent to each said 
duct, and a unitary regulating member 
adapted to increase or decrease all said vents 
by a single movement of Said regulating 
member. 

149. In an auto-pneumatic musical ap 
paratus: a tracker bar having a plurality of 
apertures therein, a continuing duct to each 
said aperture, a return-vent to each said 
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duct, and regulating means co-acting with actuating apertures and return-vent means 
all Said vents and adapted to alter the size 
Of all said vents at one actuation. 

i50. In an auto-pneumatic musical appa 
5 ratus: a tracker-bar having a plurality of 

apertures and return-vents thereto, and 
means for altering the efficiency of all the 
return-vents at one actuation of said means. 

151. In an auto-pneumatic musical ap 
l0 paratus: a plurality of primary pneumatics, 

to all said primary pneumatics, and means 
for altering the efficiency of the return-vent 
means of all said primary pneumatics at 
one actuation of said means. 

ROBT. A. GALLY. 

Witnesses: 
IRENE CRAWFORD, 
JosEPH. A. FARLEY. 

Copies of this patent may be obtained for five cents each, by addressing the “Commissioner of Patents, 
Washington, D.C.' 
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